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Shoe and handbag lovers, rejoice! This season it’s 
all in the details as accessories are elevated from 
simple extras to style-statement status. Think bold, 
vertiginous heels, paintbox-bright totes, cool-girl 
sneakers and jewellery that can define an entire 
outfit. Flip to our expert edit on p64 to discover the 
standout pieces set to amp up your look for spring.  
On the subject of jewellery, I’m proud to bring you  

a very special feature in this issue. InStyle has partnered with Georg Jensen to raise 
awareness and much-needed funds for the important work of the Ovarian Cancer 
Research Foundation. I was shocked to discover that in this country, one woman dies from 
ovarian cancer every 10 hours—and there is no early detection test. To show my support, 
I’m wearing the earrings and pendant created by the jeweller especially for OCRF in my 
picture here. Turn to p106 for our portfolio starring some of Australia’s leading stage 
actresses, who join me in this campaign. I encourage you to join us, too.





DO YOU FOLLOW INSTYLE?

BECOME A FASHION INSIDER Follow our newsfeeds for the latest celebrity news,
designer updates, VIP party passes, styling advice and exclusive videos.

144K 
VI EWS

on Facebook

62K 18.7K631K 105K

THE GIRLS ARE BACK!
There was no denying the collective squeal  
of glee when Gilmore Girls announced its  
return to Netflix on November 25. The best 
part? Binge-watching the entire new series.

WHAT’S TRENDING ON 
OUR NEWSFEEDS NOW

674K LIKES 

@JLO

Our cover star Jennifer Lopez 
cuddles up with her adorable 
children Emme and Max in this 
make-up-free selfie. Find out how 
she manages a busy schedule  
and what drives her (p85).

183 LIKES

@LINDAANDWINKS

Skincare and style guru Linda Rodin 
managed to find her poodle  
Winks’ doppelgänger at Entrecôte 
restaurant in Melbourne!  
We chat to her about the love  
of her life, in The Wrap (p194).

3,579 LIKES

@MITZIRUHLMANN

Her Instagram feed is full of 
carefree snaps with friends and 
dreamy afternoons spent at the 
beach. Rising star Mitzi Ruhlmann 
talks about the roles she loves 
playing most (p94).

THE ’GRAM-MYS

GET TO  
KNOW OUR  

OCTOBER STARS
We’re proud to feature  

a multi-talented entertainer,  
a style and beauty icon,  
and a fresh face you’ll be 
seeing a lot more often

*ÞJGLE7MAG?J

WE’RE GETTING 
SNAP HAPPY!

InStyle Australia has 
officially launched on 

Snapchat! Follow us for  
a daily behind-the-scenes 

look into your fashion, 
beauty and lifestyle bible.  





THE LOOKS THAT INSPIRED THE SHO Mikoh nylo andex top, $150, and bottom, $120;
mikoh.com 2 Fendi A/W 3 Michael Kors Collection A/W 4 Burberry A W 5 Thom Browne Eyewear sunglasses,
$730; thombrowneeyewear.com 6 Pandora Rose and cubic-zirconia rings, from top: $149, $89 and $99; pandora.net  
7 Nine West leather slides, $119.95; ninewest.com.au

Hair expert  
Nader works on  
the finishing touches 
of Ruhlmann’s look

A sun-drenched Tuesday  
at Avalon Beach, on the  

NSW coast just north of 
Sydney, provided the perfect 

backdrop for our fashion shoot 
with Mitzi Ruhlmann.  

The actress arrived on set 
fresh-faced and relaxed, 

creating a chilled-out vibe that 
set the tone of the day. 

Ruhlmann snacked on a healthy 
spread between shots, before 

watching the sunset across the 
water after the final frame
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CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE

When it comes to Dolce & Gabbana’s Rebel Princess combat boots, the name says it all. 
Cast in metallic shades and crisp white, they’re the definition of tough luxe. Ideal for the 
style maven who wants to take on the urban jungle and sit front row at Fashion Week

Dolce & Gabbana leather boots, $1,590 each; 03-9662 4732

TIME 
SHIFT

NEED TO KNOW

You change your 
jewellery to suit  

your outfit, so why  
not your watch? These 
clever minimalist-chic 
Cluse timepieces are 

designed to let you easily 
switch straps depending 

on your mood
Cluse stainless-steel and leather 

watches, $149 each;  
heartandgrace.com.au
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BADGE OF HONOUR

If you’re a fan of this season’s whimsical  
DIY patchwork but you’re time-poor, these babies 

have done the work for you. You’re welcome! 

Topshop cotton jeans, $129.95; 02-8072 9300 

CITY SLICKERS

WE’RE OBSESSED



MUST-HAVE

ThÝ GÝt
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CARA DELEVINGNE 

in ALEXANDER MCQUEEN

Trust a supermodel-turned-
screen-super-villain to rock  
a sheer mini-dress and embellished 
leather jacket on the red carpet. 
Delevingne stole the show at the 
European premiere of her latest 
film, Suicide Squad, trading a 
traditional gown for a punk-inspired 
look—plus lashings of attitude.

by ERIC WILSON  

AND NATALIE MELL

ØC����0íI

Leather-clad legs upped the intrigue of Delevingne’s 
daring ensemble, with thigh-high Christian Louboutin 
boots lending her look a fierce finish
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Warning: attention-grabbing scarlet takes things up  
a notch as daring cut-outs enter the equation. But the 
stars know that the best looks are all about balance, 
opting for ankle-grazing hemlines and polished 
accessories to ensure a sophisticated equilibrium

DIANE 
KRUGER 

in Naeem Khan

SIENNA 
MILLER 
in Christopher  
Kane

KYLIE
MINOGUE 
in Roberto Cavalli

KEIRA
KNIGHTLEY 
in Valentino
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LUPITA  
NYONG’O

in Boss

EMILY 
RATAJKOWSKI 

in Monique 
Lhuillier

ELLE 
FANNING 
in Dolce  
& Gabbana

FREIDA 
PINTO
in Burberry

It’s one thing to work pretty florals, but when said buds are 
splashed with sequins or embroidered with gilded thread, 
flower power reaches glittering new heights

&ñìG?LR�&JíKQ
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Kate wears Lasting Finish By Kate lipstick shade 51 Muse Red.

KATE’S FAVOURITE REDS
Created by Kate.  
Inspired by her London looks.

rimmellondonau
au.rimmellondon.com

CELEBRATING 15 YEARS  
OF 2 LONDON ICONS



Remember power dressing? Well, pinstripes and sharp 
shoulder pads seem downright tame compared to 
today’s rocket-fuelled coordinates, which deliver  
a visual punch thanks to bold colours and sexy tailoring

7RPMLE�7SåQ
EVE 

in Alexander 
McQueen

JESSICA 
GOMES 

in Max Mara

ZENDAYA
in Christian

Siriano

AMANDLA
STENBERG
in Moschino

EMILIA
CLARKE
in Stella

McCartney
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Kate wears Lasting Finish By Kate lipstick shade 56 Boho Nude.

KATE’S FAVOURITE NUDES
Created by Kate.  
Inspired by her London looks.

rimmellondonau
au.rimmellondon.com

CELEBRATING 15 YEARS  
OF 2 LONDON ICONS
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Third Form polyester
pants, $229;  

thirdform.com.au

Seiko titanium 
and leather 

watch, $2,700;
seiko.com.au

Tom Ford 
suede heels, 
approx $1,871; 
at netaporter.

com  

Coop by Trelise
Cooper polyester  

dress, $199; 
trelisecooper 

online.com

MODERN MUSE Olivia Palermo
This fashion frontrunner has the enviable ability to build 
eclectic looks that are undeniably on trend without ever 
feeling contrived. Her secret? Confidently pairing fashion-
forward pieces and punchy prints with classic accessories  
to evoke an overarching sense of polish with a helping of wit

Keepsake the 
Label polyester 
shorts, $169.95; 
keepsakethe 
label.com.au

Coach leather 
jacket, $4,060; 

coachaustralia.com

Fendi sunglasses, $680; 
02-9540 0500

Valentino leather clutch,
approx $2,497; at 

matchesfashion.com/au

IN
SCHIAPARELLI 

JACKET 
in Paris
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*Recommended Promotional Drive Away Price for new MINI Ray, 3-door, manual, base model with no optional extras. Offer applies at participating MINI Garages while stocks last to vehicles ordered and 
delivered between 01/08/2016 and 31/12/2016 and cannot be combined with any other offer. Stock may vary between MINI Garages. Excludes fl eet, government and rental buyers.

EFFORTLESS STYLE.

#MINIRAY29K

THE NEW MINI RAY FROM $29K.*







THE DESIGNERS

FOR ELIZABETH AND JAMES



As millennials yourselves, have you seen a difference 
in how young people shop?

MKO: “What’s changing is that the younger generation 

wants everything immediately.”

AO: “Younger people are also inspiring older people, 

which is an interesting shift. When we were growing 

up, we were interested in older ideas and individuals.”
I have learned more about fashion history from your 

red-carpet outfits than from any book. Where did your 
love of vintage come from?

AO: “Quality and scarcity. You look at these pieces and 

you have an emotional reaction, not just because they 

are pretty objects, but because they look and feel 

different from what is possible to do currently.”

MKO: “There’s something nice about knowing you are 

the only person in the world who has it. It’s sort of like 

buying art. For everything that we call modern today, 

think about pieces made in the ’20s and how modern 

they looked then and now.”

If you could go back in time and meet any designer, 
living or dead, who would it be?

AO: “Coco Chanel or Mariano Fortuny, who developed 

his own pleating technique.”

MKO: “Sometimes you don’t want to meet them!  

For me, it’s interesting to see how different designers 

have affected other houses throughout the years. When 

you look at the work of John Galliano or Karl Lagerfeld, 

it changes your perspective of a house.”
Dare I ask, would you ever design for another house?

MKO: “We are so fortunate to have each other. We hired 

every person on our team. We have full control and 

we’re lucky to be under one roof. That you cannot  

take for granted.”

ou’re loving and consistent,” says Mary-Kate 

Olsen to her sister Ashley when I ask the 

designers to describe each other during a 

visit to their West Village studios in New 

York. “You are the most grounded, brutally 

honest and compassionate person,” replies Ashley. 

“And my best friend.” With the bond they have forged in 

their careers as fashion superstars, the Olsens, now 30, 

never cease to astound. Just after they opened a 

Manhattan flagship that is part town house, part 

modern art museum for their high-end collection,  

The Row, they are bringing that same sense of 

discovery to fans of their more accessible 

contemporary line, Elizabeth and James, a name 

chosen to reflect the duality of feminine and 

masculine. To start, they’re producing their ready-to-

wear themselves rather than working with an outside 

licensee, resulting in an autumn/winter collection that 

perfectly captures the more casual side of their style.

What are the benefits of making these changes  
nearly a decade into the business?

MKO: “It’s important to control the image of your 

brand, something we have known since we were very 

young. We’re opening our first Elizabeth and James 

store in LA, our handbags look great and we’re  

expanding fragrances, so this was a great opportunity. 

It’s a lot more work, but we’re up for it.”

AO: “Also, we really wanted to build sweater and denim 

businesses so all the categories are represented in  

a way they were not before.”
Have your views on fashion changed too? 

MKO: “When you really know the cost of a garment  

and how it was made, it becomes very hard to shop. 

Everyone is trying to compete with their prices right 

now, but sometimes it’s at the expense of design.”
So how do you convince shoppers that your clothes 

are worth their money?

AO: “It depends on where we make something, what 

material we use, even where it ships from, based on 

import taxes. There are so many ways to answer that 

question, when all we want to do is offer great product at  

a great price. Design has become really mathematical  

in a way, and for us, there’s a freedom that comes from 

knowing exactly where we want to go from the start.”

KEY PIECES

2 Shades
Vintage notes inform 

classic shapes. Sunglasses, 
from top: approx $265, 

$279 and $251; 
elizabethandjames.us

An example of the luxe 
aesthetic. Suede bag, approx 

$597; at netaporter.com

3 Shirting
A take on the off-shoulder 

trend. Silk shirt, approx $351; 
at matchesfashion.com
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Expanding their retail footprint in LA,  
where The Row opened on Melrose Place  
in 2014, the Olsens unveiled their first 
Elizabeth and James store in July this year. 
The 111-square-metre loftlike space covers 
the full scope of Elizabeth and James 
products, along with vintage fashion and 
furniture that reflect a similar aesthetic. 
“Knowing that the selections come  

from Mary-Kate and me helps round out our 
state of mind for the customer,” says Ashley. 
Adds Mary-Kate, “You’re finding that right 
now in luxury, but we want to bring this 
concept to the contemporary market as 
well.” Furthering their narrative, the 
designers will introduce lots of store 
exclusives, like T-shirts and sweatshirts 
washed to achieve a worn-in effect.  

Even the packaging will be unique to the 
season and location, starting with cool 
graphic blue shopping bags and boxes. 
“Everything looks the same right now  
in general, so it’s important for us to find 
things that set us apart,” says Mary-Kate. 
“When I think of LA, I think of the water  
and painters like Edward Ruscha. It’s not  
so black and white.”

CHEERS TO THAT

Three years after the original Nirvana Black and 
White fragrances became blockbusters, Elizabeth 

and James is adding two new scents: Bourbon  
(a smoky vanilla) and Rose (a study on the flower). 

“These reflect the colourful, playful side of life, 
the imagination and the fun,” says Mary-Kate.  

As for Ashley, “I have a soft spot for the rose.”

Elizabeth and James Nirvana Bourbon and Nirvana 
Rose EDP, $120/50ml each; 02-9221 5703

ØC�0íI
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#MANOFTODAY

MAN OF TODAY
BOSS BOTTLED INTENSE

THE NEW EAU DE PARFUM



the essence of caviar

introducing skin caviar essence-in-lotion

Gentle, yet highly effective, extravagant, yet essential, rich with caviar water,  

it will become the first transformative step of your daily lifting and firming ritual.

There is nothing else like it, so beneficial to your skin, so sophisticated, so utterly precious. 

You will discover that the missing link to ultimate skincare, was the very first step: 

Skin Caviar Essence-in-Lotion.
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STRONG BASE

 A bonded one-piece doubles as 
a bodysuit when layered with 

jewels or a sweater. Top it with 
a high-waisted mini or denim

SWIMSUIT Stella McCartney 
neoprene, $369; at bendonlingerie.

com.au NECKLACE Marni brass, 
resin and leather, $895; 02-9327 

3809 BAG Balenciaga calfskin and 
cotton-canvas, $1,299;  
at davidjones.com.au





FRILL ME

Ruffles are far  
from girlie when 
neutralised by breezy 
silhouettes cut from 
crisp tennis white 

TOP By Johnny sateen, 
foil and micro-suede, 
$290, and SKIRT,  
$350; byjohnny.com.au 
EARRINGS Amber 
Sceats rhodium- and 
gold-plated stainless-
steel,  $119; ambersceats.
com CUFF Cue metal, 
$129; cue.cc



DOUBLE TIME

Embrace the long-line vest: wear 
for nine-to-five, then throw over  

a cut-out swimsuit on the weekend

SLEEVELESS TRENCH Yeojin Bae 
polyester, $850; shop.yeojinbae.com 
SWIMSUIT Bec & Bridge polyester- 
elastane, $180; becandbridge.com.au 

EARRING Christian Dior gold-finished
metal and glass, $1,200 (for a set of 

three); 02-9229 4600 BAG Acne 
Studios polyester, $680; 02-9360 0294 

WATCH Calvin Klein aluminum and 
silicone, $225; 03-8844 3300



GLOSS TREATMENT

Metallics can work for day, 
especially in energetic hues  and 

splashed across sporty silhouettes

TOP Ellery polyamide, elastane-blend, 
$4,990; elleryland.com SWIM TOP 

Stella McCartney nylon-spandex, $229; 
at bendonlingerie.com.au SKIRT 

Manning Cartell sequinned-silk-organza, 
POA; manningcartell.com.au 

EARRINGS Louis Vuitton brass and 
palladium, $950; louisvuitton.com

DRESS Camilla and Marc lurex,  
$550; camillaandmarc.com  

NECKLACE Marni gold, $795;  
02-9327 3809 BACKPACK  

Marc Jacobs leather, $1,299;  
at davidjones.com.au  

CUFF Ryan Storer gold-plated,  
$150; ryanstorer.com



LINE UP

Racing stripes feel fashion-
forward when worked into  
a cool cropped knit or 
wide-leg pants

TOP P.E Nation viscose-blend, 
$199; pe-nation.com PANTS 
Daniel Avakian silk-organza, 
$265; danielavakian.com.au
BRIEFS Nancy Ganz nylon, 
$44.95; nancyganz.com.au 
EARRINGS Peter Lang brass, 
$65; peterlang.com.au  
BAG MM6 Maison Margiela 
patent-polyurethane, $455; at 
mychameleon.com.au WATCH 

Dior Timepieces stainless-steel, 
gold, diamonds and mother-of-
pearl, $33,700; 02-9229 4600

Hair: Gavin Anesbury
Make-up: Samantha 
Patrikopoulos
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The New Classics

NSW: QVB  I  Sydney Arcade, King Street  I  Chatswood Chase
VIC: Emporium Melbourne  I  St Collins Lane  I  Chadstone 
QLD: Brisbane City  I  Pacifi c Fair, Broadbeach

UGG.COM
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Cut-outs take a sophisticated turn when they’re slashed from the 
shoulders of a lace top. A monochrome palette keeps it chic.

INSTANT STYLE

In The Details

DRESS Yeojin Bae viscose and elastane, $625; shop.yeojinbae.com EARRINGS  

By NYE sterling-silver and lapis-lazuli, $229; bynye.com WATCH Mister Wolf 
stainless-steel and leather, $339; watchmisterwolf.com BAG Bally silk-twill, $2,350; 
1800 781 851 HEELS Manning Cartell patent-leather, $499; manningcartell.com.au

A stretch knit dress with colour-block panels is the girlie girl’s best bet  
for working the sports-luxe trend. Add silver heels for a flashy finish.

TOP Keepsake the Label polyester, $169.95; keepsakethelabel.com.au PANTS 

Elissa McGowan crepe, $580; elissamcgowan.com GLASSES Ellery, $199 (for 2 
pairs); at specsavers.com.au BAG Fendi leather, approx $7,766; at netaporter.

com HEELS Tommy Hilfiger ponyhair and leather, $229; 1300 348 885

PEEKABOO SHOULDERS
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SKIRT 

Veronika Maine 
viscose  

skirt, $259; 
veronikamaine.

com.au 

DELICATE PLEATS

Channel a modern-day Eliza Doolittle in a monochromatic ribbed- 
knit set that can take you from lunch with the girls, to a day at the 

races—just add a straw boater and suede block heels that won’t sink 
into the turf. Add a touch of whimsy to a structured tote by tying  

a light scarf around the handle, then giddy up!

SANDALS 

Rubi synthetic-
leather, $29.95;  

rubi.com.au

BAG

Oroton  
leather, $495; 
oroton.com.au

SUNGLASSES 

Oliver Peoples x 
The Row, $450; 

oliverpeoples.com
TOP 

Ryder linen, 
$169; 

yderlabel.com

PANTS

Lucilla Gray 
silk, $690; 

lucillagray.com

W H

Georg Jensen
black PVD, 

$2,690; 
georgjensen.

com

TOP 

Veronika Maine 
viscose, $189; 

veronikamaine.com

HEELS 

Topshop suede, 
$119.95;  

02-8072 9300

BAG 

Mon Purse leather, 
$499; monpurse.com  

SCARF 

Marimekko cotton 
and modal, $150; 

marimekko.com.au

Cropped cuts aren’t going anywhere, and when they’re paired with 
high-waisted pants that sit just so, it’s the perfect way to adopt the 
look without a bare midriff in sight. For a new take on spring florals, 

embrace a more complex variety of blooms with prints that could be 
hand drawn, and stick to seasonal textures such as silk and linen.

HAT

Nerida Winter 
straw, $220; 
neridawinter.

com
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SOFT RUFFLES

What else could elevate a basic tee like a trailing organza ruffle?  
And when paired with a flouncy wrap-skirt, drama is guaranteed. 

Tropical earrings and a witty baguette bag play to the look’s  
fashion-forward vibe, while delicate black stilettos and a timeless 

watch stop things from skewing too chintzy.

TOP 

Bianca Spender 
silk-linen  

organza, $315; 
biancaspender.com

HEELS 

Jimmy Choo leather 
and Swarovksi-crystal, 
$1,825; 02-9078 8668

CLUTCH 

Sensi Studio 
straw, approx 

$272; at 
netaporter.com

BAG 

Fendi leather, 
approx $2,485; 

at matches 
fashion.com

fa
tome

SANDALS 

Marcs leather, $139; 
marcs.com.au

Think of this look as a lesson in the transformative power of
accessories: a figure-skimming maxi-dress stays grounded thanks  
to tan gladiator sandals and a raffia clutch. Add a bold necklace and 

you’re ready to take on the night. Swap out the flats for a pair of 
vertiginous heels to create an ensemble fit for a formal dress code. 

NECKLACE 

Mimco brass, 
glass and 

cotton, $299; 
mimco.com.au

DRESS 

Marni silk-satin, 
approx $1,872; at 
netaporter.com

EARRINGS 

Dolce & Gabbana 
gold-tone brass and 

crystal,  
approx $919; at 

matchesfashion.com

WATCH 

Longines 
stainless-steel 
and diamond, 

$2,075; 
longines.com
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BUILT-IN KNOTS

It’s time to rethink shorts. More than just a holiday staple, a tailored 
pair, worn with a white shirt and lightweight blazer, delivers the 

summer suit you’ve been waiting for. A long knotted tie that cinches  
at the waist softens the structure, while fun palm-print espadrilles  

wink at your off-duty summer-loving side.

TOP 

Penny Sage 
cotton, $270; 

pennysage.com

BAG

Jil Sander leather, 
approx $1,750;  

at stylebop.com

SHORTS 

Sandro 
cotton, $340; 
02-9327 3377

HEELS 

Aquazzura leather, 
$1,100; at misslouise.

com.au

ESPADRILLES 

Sambag  
canvas, $170; 

sambag.com.au

NECKLACE  

Cue metal, $159; 
cue.cc

BANGLE

Treneny  
acetate, $79.95; 
trenery.com.au

BAG 

Louis Vuitton 
canvas, $4,750; 

louisvtuitton.com

SUNGLASSES 

Marc Jacobs, 
$440;  

02-9540 0500

Gary Bigeni
cotton and 

polyester, $299;  
garybigeni.com

RT

tton, $99;
2 9231 3944

If activewear outside the gym is not your thing, run errands while 
remaining super-chic in a billowing skirt that allows plenty of room  

to move. A bright knitted top increases the comfort factor  
(and makes colour blocking a cinch), while low-heeled sandals  

will get you where you’re going in double quick time. 
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See the potential  
in every capsule
Because aluminium is infinitely recyclable, every used 

Nespresso capsule has future potential. Help give your 

capsules a second life by returning them directly to 

Nespresso through our national recycling network.



BRIGHT EMBROIDERY

Ease into leg-baring season by pairing a tricked-up mini with  
a cosy sweater. Paintbox-bright sandals might seem like a bold 

accompaniment, but keep all pieces in complementary tones and  
you’ll pull off a calculated combo that will deliver applause  

from your most fashionable friends.

SKIRT

Maje cotton, $420; 
02-9327 3377

EARRINGS

 Manning Cartell 
perspex, $109; 
manningcartell.  

com.au

WATCH

Michael Kors 
stainless-steel 

and leather, 
$349;  

02-8977 8086

d
eather, $279;

countryroad.com.au

SWEATER 

Sportsgirl 
cotton-blend, 

$79.95; sportsgirl.
com.au

Coach
leather, $795; 
coachaustralia.

com

SANDALS 

Les Tropeziennes 
leather, $210; at 
sofrenchsochic. 

com.au

DRESS 

Sarah J Curtis  
linen, $1,400; 

sarahjcurtis.com

SNEAKERS 

Senso 
leather, $239; 
senso.com.au

Throw on a decorative smock dress for your next trip to the beach, 
and couple it with sturdy white kicks instead of your usual slides if  
a stroll along the coast is on the cards. A pair that incorporates a 

fold-down panel at the back makes slipping them on and off a breeze. 
Heading to lunch afterwards? Add drop earrings for instant glam.
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ACCESSORIES REPORT



)VM÷A
ACCENTS

Go wild with high-impact textures  
inspired by global travels

Ralph Lauren 
leather bag, 

$629;  
03-9654 0374

Manning Cartell 
leather heels, $499; 

manningcartell.

Lucy Folk sunglasses, 
$355; lucyfolk.com

sterling-silver 
necklace, $505; 

thomassabo.com
Chloé suede  

and leather bag, 
approx $2,279; at 

matchesfashion.com

Bottega Veneta jade, 
enamel and sterling-

silver bracelet, $3,700; 
02-9239 0188

Michael Kors 
gold-plated 

stainless-steel and 
leather watch, $349; 

02-8977 8086

Elk wood bangles,  
$35 (for set); 

elkaccessories.com.au

Hatmaker  
straw hat, $390; 
hatmaker.com.au

Sana
ther

, $109.95;
sol-sana.com.au

Maison Ravn 
leather, crocodile-
skin and fabric bag, 

approx $11,963;
sonravn.com
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, 5; 02-8355 5282

+ïNFGA
BRIGHTS

Let super-saturated hues and  
geometric patterns build the buzz

Bulgari silk  
scarf, $580; 
bulgari.com

Lucy Folk gold-plated 
stainless-steel and 

sterling-silver 
necklace, $550; 

lucyfolk.com

Stella McCartney
Eyewear sunglasses,
$425; at davidjones.

com.au

Balenciaga  
leather wallet, 

approx $775; at 
matchesfashion.com

Pandora sterling-silver
and cubic-zirconia rings,  

from $59 each; pandora.net

Miu Miu leathe
bag, $3,280;  

02-9223 1688

Cartier leather  
and palladium  
bag, $2,270;  

au.cartier.com

Salvatore 
Ferragamo
eather bag,

$2,590;
300 095

224

Swarovski
stainless-steel, 

crystal and leather 
watch, $699; 

swarovski.com

Anya 
Hindmarch 
leather bag, 

approx 
$4,075; at 

stylebop.com

Oscar de la 
Renta resin and 

gold-plated brass 
earrings,  

approx $499;  
at netaporter.

com

Saint Laurent 
patent-leather 

heels, $760;  
ysl.com/au







Georg Jensen 
sterling-silver and 
ebony neckring, 

$4,500; 
georgjensen.com

Minimal
IMPACT

Clean lines and sporty accents speak 
volumes without having to try

Chanel suede 
and leather  
bag, $4,350; 

1300 242 635

Trenery 
leather 

sandals, $99; 
trenery. 
com.au

Sarah J Curtis 
straw hat, $280; 
sarahjcurtis.com

Pandora 
sterling-silver 

and cubic-
zirconia 

earrings, $99; 
pandora.net

Louis Vuitton 
leather and 
canvas bag, 

$5,150; 
louisvuitton.com

leather
sneakers, 

approx $570; at 
mytheresa.com

nd
calfskin bag, $999;

03-9474 6304

Céline calfskin bag,
$3,200; celine.com

Elle glasses, $249
(for pairs); at

specsave com.au

Seiko
tainless-steel
watch, $699; 
seiko.com.au

Calvin Klein 
White Label 
leather heels, 

$299;  
1300 131 701

p
Self-Portrait 
sunglasses, 

$145;  
lespecs.com
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Miu Miu satin 
heels, $1,460; 
02-9223 1688

Country Road 
leather bag, 

$270; 
countryroad.

com.au

)VACô�?ì
AREAS

Take things up a notch via high-shine 
hardware and opulent adornments 

Swarovski gold-plated 
metal and crystal cuff,  
$599; swarovski.com

sunglasses, $290;
epokhe.co

Burberry Brit 
patent-leather loafers, 

approx $950; at 
mytheresa.com

Valiram leather 
and metallic-foil 
wedges, $855; 
02-9078 8668

Givenchy silk-blend 
scarf, approx $531; at 
matchesfashion.com

Michel Herbelin 
stainless-steel 
watch, $1,300; 
michelherbelin.

com.au

Louis Vuitton 
leather  

belt, $670; 
louisvuitton.com 

Cartier
pink-gold, 
onyx and 
diamond 
earrings, 
$6,050; 

au.cartier.com

Pandora sterling-
silver and cubic-

zirconia rings, $99
(left), and $159; 

pandora.net

Bulgari leather bag,  
$2,760; bulgari.com

50;
om/au

Coach leather 
bag, $850; 

coachaustralia.
com
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WE BREAK DOWN THE HUES THAT CLOCKED THE MOST CATWALK TIME AT THE AUTUMN/WINTER 

2016/17 COLLECTIONS . GO AHEAD AND SPIN THE WHEEL AT YOUR WHIM, ALL THE WAY FROM 

TRANQUIL WHITES TO MOODY BLUES…THERE’S A SHADE TO SUIT ALMOST EVERY PERSUASION

Shades That Coloured The Season

B
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N

PINK
PURP

G
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L
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ST YLED BY LUCY WOO D A N D LU LU CUSTA NCE

C
A

R
V

E
N

Levi’s 
cotton-denim 
jacket, $169.95; 

levis.com.au

Gucci canvas  
and suede  

bag, $4,235;  
1300 442 878

Le Specs sunglasses, $79.95;
lespecs.com

Christopher Esber  
silk and cotton 

top, $890; 
christopheresber.

com.au

Marcs polyester 
skirt, $179;  

marcs.com.au

Asos polyester  
clutch, $70;  
asos.com

Guess leather 
sneakers, $129.95; 

guess.net.au

THE TREND

Tokyo Cool
                                Be inspired by the neon lights  

and OTT fashion of the city’s street-style  
epicentre, Harajuku, and bravely clash colour,  

print and metals to dazzling effect

Beau Coops  
x Romance  
Was Born  

leather boots,  
$550; romance 
wasborn.com

Coop crepe de chine shirt, $179;
trelisecooperonline.com.au



T
O
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Karen Walker
gold necklace, 

$2,529; 
karenwalker.com

Witchery nylon
and viscose 

dress, $189.95; 
witchery.com.au

Sunday  
Somewhere 
sunglasses,  

$269; sunday 
omewhere.com.au

THE TREND

Girls’ Club
Dusky shades, ruffles and bows skew ultra-feminine,  
but receive a quiet toughness from the addition of  
a leather messenger bag or stealth studs. Because  

who doesn’t like to keep them guessing?

Fendi silk 
top, $2,250; 

fendi.com

Meli Melo 
leather  

bag, $1,040; 
melimelo.com

Kate Sylvester
silk-rayon top, $349; 
katesylvester.com

Manning Cartell 
satin bralette, $129; 

manningcartell. 
com.au

nifer Be
s headpie
$1,100; at 

desordrestore.com

Bally cotton, linen
and leather 

espadrilles, $695; 
1800 781 851

Susan Driver 
gold-plated sterling-
silver necklace, $599; 
susandriver.com.au
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Top your look with  
a bright print that 

adds  a sense of fun 
to weekday tailoring

An extra pop of  
colour turns an  

already-cool bag  
into a street- 

style moment

7ûJC





PH OTOG R A PH ED BY J O H N RI NTOU L ST YLED BY L I LL J EN N ER

SOFT NEUTRALS BECOME 
INSTANTLY COMPELLING 

WHEN ACCENTED  
WITH GOLDEN TONES  

FOR A LUXE FINISH

COLOU R CR ASH COU RSE

Grey + Marigold + Oatmeal

Bec & Bridge
polyester dress, 
$380; becand 
bridge.com.au

Sol Sana 
suede slides, 

$109.95; 
sol-sana.com

Pared Eyewear
sunglasses, $280; 

paredeyewear.com Arielle Mermin 
cotton-blend 

top, $190; 
ariellemermin.

com

Cluse gold-plated 
stainless-steel and 
leather watch, $149; 

heartandgrace.com.au



Beau Coops 
leather  

boots, $445; 
beaucoops.com

p y ster
nd cotton

dress, $169; 
trelisecooperonline.

com

Sylvester cotton-blend top,
$229; katesylvester.com

wool h , ;
lackofcolor.

com.au

David Law
leather belt, $59;
davidlawrence.

com.au

Bottega Veneta snakeskin and
silk-satin bag, approx $3,705;  

at matchesfashion.com

Calvin Klein Jeans 
cotton-denim 
jeans, $299; 

calvinklein.com.au

T by Alexander 
Wang cotton 

T-shirt, approx $163; 
at netaporter.com

Max Mara camel-hair 
shorts, $610; world.

maxmara.com

Kit and Ace 
cotton and 
cashmere 
scarf, $198; 

kitandace.com
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With their distinct 
’90s flavour, silky slips 
are staging a sartorial 
resurgence, proving an 
ideal option for after 

dark. Pick from 
washed-out pastels  
or rich jewel tones 
that will add impact  

to the simple 
silhouette. Pair with 

slip-on mules to evoke 
that vintage Kate 

Moss vibe, and wear 
with “I just threw this 

on” nonchalance. 
Think of the combo  

as the cool-girl 
alternative to  

evening dressing.

STYLED BY LULU CUSTANCE
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FI N D YOU R PE RFECT PAI R

Slip Dress  
Ā�,CCJCB�1SJCQ

DRESS

Dion Lee silk,  
$1,190;  

dionlee.com  
HEELS 

Wittner satin, 
$169.95;  

wittner.com.au



DRESS 

Fame and 
Partners 

silk-satin, $219;  
fameand 

partners.com.au 
HEELS  

Sol Sana  
leather, $199.95; 
sol-sana.com.au  

DRESS 

 Veronika Maine 
silk-satin, $269; 
veronikamaine.

com.au  
HEELS  

Jaggar leather, 
$189.95; 

jaggarfootwear.
com.au

DRESS 

Natalija 
silk-satin, $170; 
natalijathelabel.

com.au  
HEELS  

Sempre Di 
leather, $245; 
sempredi.com

DRESS 

Nice Martin 
washed-satin, 

$119.95; 
nicemartin.com. 

HEELS 

Senso leather, 
$249;  

senso.com.au

DRESS 

Grana silk, $114; 
grana.com 

HEELS 

Rubi synthetic- 
leather and 
wood, $25;  
rubi.com.au

DRESS 

Sportmax  
silk, $1,310;  

sportmax.com 
HEELS 

Seed leather, 
$159.95; 

seedheritage.
com
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THIS MONTH’S MOST IRRESISTIBLE AND   

      POSITIVELY AFFORDABLE FASHION HITS

PERFECT FOIL
Pick one modern 
metallic piece and 
style it with classic 

shades of black, white 
and grey for daytime- 

appropriate shine

$44 Boohoo
synthetic- 

leather bag
boohoo.com

Mimco
acrylic clutch;  
mimco.com.au

$89.95
uess synthetic-leather

belt; guess.net.au

$10 Colette by  
Colette Hayman  
metal earrings; 
colettehayman.

com.au

i
sy her

s;
r m.au

$50 Peace + Love 
sequinned-cotton-blend 

shorts; at missguidedau.com

$49.95  
Witchery  
metal cuff;  

witchery.com.au

S
T

O
C

K
H

O
L

M
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PRETTY AS  
A PICTURE

For a look that 
pops, match your 
accessories—and 
your nails—to the 
colours within a 
painterly print

$220
allettonet

uede slides;
ballettonet.co

$25 Colette by
Colette Hayman 
synthetic-leather 

clutch; colette 
hayman.com.au

$58 (approx)  
H! By Henry Holland 

viscose top; at 
debenhams.com/au

$169  
David Lawrence 

silk top; 
davidlawrence.

com.au

$35 Elk resin and 
wood necklace; 

elkaccessories.com

$159.95
Wittner suede heels;  

wittner.com.au

$159  
Hansen&Gretel 

linen shorts; 
hansenandgretel.

com  

$189  (approx) 
J. Crew cotton, ramie 

and linen-blend  
dress; at  

netaporter.com

$119
Le Specs 

sunglasses; 
lespecs.com

$134 (approx)  
H! By Henry Holland 
cotton-blend jacket; 

at debenhams.com/au
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‘Preservation’ by BeeBio is a natural multi-functional anti-aging skincare range. Created and produced in New Zealand using only the finest medical grade Manuka 
Honey, pure Bee Venom and native New Zealand botanicals. BeeBio proprietary formulations have highly effective anti-aging and youth enhancing benefits. 

BeeBio is the highest quality Manuka Honey and Bee Venom skincare product, using higher volumes of effective active ingredients. 
Available from T Galleria, East Side Studio +64 9 379 2706, Life Pharmacy Botany +64 9 272 7700, Life Pharmacy Queen Street +64 9 309 0648, 

Life Pharmacy Browns Bay +64 9 478 7069, Life Pharmacy St Lukes +64 9 846 3213, Life Pharmacy Eastridge +64 9 528 6062, Aotea Gifts +64 9 379 5022,  

www.jtb.co.nz/beebio, Manuka Pharma +61 407 321 771, BeeBio WA +61 439 973 285 and leading retailers.

www.beebioskin.com

BEEBIO ACTIVE MANUKA HONEY SERUM RANGE. 

SHAPE, REJUVENATE, PROTECT AND ENHANCE.
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Acne Studios  

sweater. Calvin Klein 

Collection skirt

“In your 20s you think 

you know everything.  

In your 30s you find out 

you know nothing.  

And in your 40s you 

realise you’re not perfect 

and that’s okay”

—JENNIFER LOPEZ



wonder
return

MAKING HER COMEBACK WITH A HIT TV DRAMA,  

THE GRITTY NEW SHADES OF BLUE, PLUS A SELL-OUT  

LAS VEGAS RESIDENCY, THE MULTI-TALENTED  

JENNIFER LOPEZ MUST BE ONE OF ENTERTAINMENT’S  

BUSIEST STARS. ADD THE ROLE OF MUM TO THE MIX,  

AND WE’RE REALLY NOT SURE HOW SHE DOES IT 

by LIZZIE WIDDICOMBE    photographed by GREG KADEL    styled by MELISSA RUBINI



Altuzarra  
wool sweater.  
David Yurman pearl  
and gold earrings
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Fendi silk-gauze dress.
Marni metal and
horn earrings.
Altuzarra
leather bangles



Jennifer Lopez doesn’t have a problem crying. In fact, the question 

“How do you tear up on cue?” makes her smile with the same vexed 

compassion she shows wannabe pop stars in her role as judge on 

American Idol. “Everybody thinks that’s a difficult thing for actors  

to do, and it’s not, really,” she says. “It’s about finding the truth  

and making it real. That’s the most difficult thing, when you have 

cameras pointing at you, to find the actual, human truth.”

It’s late on a Wednesday night and Lopez has been crying 

professionally for the past two hours, filming the emotional finale  

of Shades of Blue, her new cop drama (currently screening on 

Universal Channel). The scene is being filmed inside an old factory 

in New York’s Queens and she is taking a break in her trailer, which  

is guarded by two beefy security men. Flameless votive candles and 

bright mid-century-modern-inspired furniture fill the interior, 

which includes a marble-topped kitchenette and a tiny bedroom for 

catnaps. “I brought some pictures of my kids,” she says, gesturing 

towards several framed photographs of her eight-year-old twins, 

Max and Emme. Lopez, who is still in her police get-up—complete 

with a holster on her hip and a fake gash on her cheek carved out of 

make-up—is curled up on an L-shaped couch, drinking a green kale 

concoction through a straw. On an ottoman across from her, an open 

jewellery box displays a heart-shaped diamond necklace—a wrap 

gift from co-star Ray Liotta. “The nicest one I’ve ever gotten!” she 

says with a smile. Next to the TV hangs a framed Jack Nicholson 

quote given to her by an acting coach. She summarises: “If you get  

an impulse in a scene, no matter how wrong it seems, follow the 

impulse. It may lead somewhere, it may not and if not, do another 

take. So, in other words, there are no mistakes.”

It’s a philosophy that has helped her over the past two decades 

parlay a role as a Fly Girl dancer on American sketch show In Living 

Color into the kind of multifaceted career—singing, dancing, 

acting—that belonged to an earlier era: think Garland and Sinatra. 

“I’ve always wanted to be a singer and a dancer and an actress since  

I was very young,” says Lopez. And that she did, filming more than 

30 movies and producing 10 albums (not to mention 30 singles). 

She’s also created a clothing line for American department store 

Kohl’s and a collection of signature perfumes (22 in all). With a CV 

like that, it’s a surprise we don’t have a more regal nickname for 

Lopez in addition to “Jenny from the Block” and “JLo”—one that 

would indicate her rightful place in the pop-culture firmament 

alongside Queen Bey (Beyoncé) and the Queen of Pop (Madonna).

But it’s Lopez’s very prolificacy that makes it easy for haters  

to dismiss her, says her close friend (and producing partner) Elaine 

Goldsmith-Thomas. “She’s been criticised for doing too much.  

But for her, failure would be not trying.” Or giving up, says Lopez, 

who didn’t let a few box-office flops and lukewarm singles deter her 

at any point along the way. “People many years ago would think,  

‘Oh, you’re done.’ But I felt like I hadn’t even reached my peak yet.”

In 2011 Lopez was cast as a judge on American Idol, which could 

have translated into a very lucrative pop-star retirement package. 

But Lopez had other plans, deftly using the platform—and social 

media—to reenergise her singing career. On Idol she became known 

as the “nice” judge: someone who cries when she lets contestants go, 

saying things like, “Alright, sweetie. You’re a sweetheart. But the 

vocals, you know, are just not strong enough.” Her popularity led  

to collaborations with rapper Pitbull and DJ Diplo. She began 

cranking out hits again. She went on a world tour.

And she’s not slowing down. In January this year, the final  

season of Idol premiered in the US, while Shades of Blue, which Lopez  

also produces, has now hit screens. She’s also commenced a stint in 

Las Vegas, where she is performing at The AXIS theatre in Planet 

Hollywood. Lopez has a special place in her heart for the Vegas gig. 

While movies and TV are more collaborative mediums, “the show 

I’m doing is mine,” she says. “It’s my vision.” She describes it as “very 

energetic, with great choreography, costumes and music. Compared 

with an arena, Vegas is very intimate. I see this show as a chance for 

J
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people to spend an evening with me and really get to know me.”  

And they are, in their droves. Sold-out performances have attracted 

a huge celebrity attendance and, thanks to remarkable success, her 

show will be in residency until the end of 2018.

In the meantime, audiences have been getting to know Harlee 

Santos, Lopez’s character on Shades of Blue. Like Lopez, Harlee is  

a working mum who grew up in the Bronx. But she’s also a dirty 

detective who gets busted in an FBI anti-corruption probe and must 

help the Feds ensnare her beloved but shady boss. For a network  

TV show the line between good and bad is blurry. “She’s human,” 

Lopez says of her character. “Most people think they’re the good  

guy. We’re trying to do the best we can, but we all do bad things 

sometimes, whether it’s lying or cheating ourselves or other people.”

Lopez is producing the show with Goldsmith-Thomas, who was 

her agent back in the ’90s. “People have this idea of Jennifer being  

a diva who drives around in a Bentley,” says Goldsmith-Thomas.  

But that couldn’t be further from the truth. Twelve years ago 

Goldsmith-Thomas was diagnosed with breast cancer. She and 

Lopez weren’t working together at the time, so she was shocked 

when the pop star showed up unexpectedly for her chemo 

treatment—and returned for all eight of her sessions. “I became the 

most popular girl on chemo,” says Goldsmith-Thomas. “She’d give 

away clothes from her clothing line. She’d rub 

my little bald head.”

Despite her intense schedule, Lopez 

shows the same kind of devotion to her 

children, Max and Emme. “They come with 

me everywhere,” she says. But in New York 

she has her mother, Guadalupe, and sister 

Lynda to help out. During the week she 

FaceTimes with her children in the  

afternoon. This morning, she says, she had  

a late call time, so they all had lunch together. 

“They’re so happy that I’m just there. And 

then I leave and Max says, ‘Where are you 

going? Rehearsal or the set?’ And I say, ‘The 

set.’” If she comes home after bedtime, she 

takes a picture of herself by their beds “so they know I was there.” 

Having a working mum involves its own responsibilities, Lopez  

says. “I am busy and they know it. And they know part of their job  

is helping me get sleep. If I’m sleeping in, they’re very quiet, like, 

‘Mummy needs to sleep! She worked late last night!’ We’re a team.” 

When asked how she manages her gruelling schedule, shooting 

Shades during the week and Idol on the weekends, Lopez explains,  

“I get in an athlete mind-set. Like, okay, we’re in the race right now. 

So we have to take care of ourselves mentally, emotionally, 

physically.” Shades co–executive producer Jack Orman says he 

sometimes wonders how she gets it all done. “I don’t know when she 

sleeps,” he says. “She came off wrapping the show and a week later 

was on the AMAs. I was watching her do that routine and was like, 

‘When did she prepare for that?’” Her amazing ability to focus may 

offer some clues. Orman describes a day when Lopez was scheduled 

to shoot a two-person scene. During rehearsals it became clear that 

there had been a script issue: Lopez hadn’t been given two crucial 

pages. “I thought, ‘Oh my god’,” Orman recalls. “This was an intense 

scene and she had a lot of dialogue. Jennifer said, ‘Give me eight 

minutes.’ She walked to the side of the stage. She looked at it for 

literally eight minutes—I timed it. She came back and she just had it.”

Anyone familiar with Lopez’s story knows that her drive—and 

work ethic—comes straight from her childhood in the Bronx. One of 

three daughters born to Puerto Rican parents, she grew up  

watching her father work night shifts and her mother sell  

Tupperware when she wasn’t teaching kindergarten. But there was 

still room for fun, in the form of music. “My 

mother loved music. She loved all kinds of 

music. We grew up with Spanish, English and 

country lyrics.” Along with music came 

dance, which Lopez describes as “my most 

natural state. My mother loved to dance and 

so did I. We always did it. I was in my first 

dance class at four or five years old.” 

Last year Lopez hosted the American 

Music Awards, a role that highlighted not  

only her indefatigable dance and singing  

skills but also her love of fashion—the star 

sported 10 sheer, sparkly or just plain show-

stopping looks. In discussing her many 

wardrobe changes, she speaks with the 

enviable confidence of someone who knows exactly who she is. As  

a host, she says, “I’m not going to try to be a comedian. I’m just going 

to play to my strengths. I’m a singer, I’m a dancer and I’m a performer.” 

What about romance? With her incredibly busy lifestyle, does 

Lopez have time for love? Marriage? “I need to be happy on my  

own,” she says. “If someone fits into that, great. But if they don’t, 

that’s okay too.” She ascribes the tumult of her previous high-profile 

unions to her naive beliefs about love. “As girls, we are taught from  

a young age that someone else is going to bring us happiness.  

I was waiting for Prince Charming. Everybody I met was going  

to be the guy I was going to spend my life with. And then you  

realise, I’m strong‚ I’m my own keeper, my own saviour. That’s been 

the journey for me.” Q

“Becoming a mum  
makes you stronger but

also more gentle, 

especially with yourself 

—and that changes 
everything”
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BRIGHT
Forecast:

RISING STAR MITZI RUHLMANN HAS LEAPT FROM HOME AND AWAY ’S SUMMER BAY 

TO THE BRIGHT LIGHTS OF LA—AND SHE’S NOT LOOKING BACK

photographed by HOLLY BLAKE 

styled by LILL JENNER



Karen Millen suede jacket, 
$1,125; karenmillen.com.au. 

Stella McCartney nylon and 
spandex bikini bottom, $99; 

at bendonlingerie.com.au. 
Mimco brass earrings, 

$99.95; mimco.com.au.  
Teva polyester and rubber 
sandals (worn throughout), 

$99.95; tevaaustralia.com.au. 
OPPOSITE: Fendi 

embroidered-tulle and nylon 
top, $4,690; fendi.com.  

Marni brass and  
leather earrings, $775;  

02-9327 3809
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Country Road polyester 
dress, $199; countryroad.

com.au. Marysia nylon and 
lycra swimsuit, $570; 

marysiaswim.com.
2 by Lyn and Tony quartz and 

gold earrings, $139; 
2lynandtony.bigcartel.com.

 OPPOSITE: A.W.A.K.E 
cotton blouse, approx $755; 

at matchesfashion.com
Crystal and metal  
earrings, $380; at 

harlequinmarket.com











Burberry lamé dress,  
$3,350; burberry.com.  

Jan Logan silver earrings, 
$185; janlogan.com.  

Bag, stylist’s own. 
OPPOSITE: Aje cotton and 

linen top, approx $1,850; 
a-j-e.com.au. Bec & Bridge 

elastane swimsuit, $150; 
becandbridge.com.au. Sarah 

& Sebastian gold earring, 
$1,340; sarahandsebastian.

com. Lucy Folk gold and 
cotton bracelet, $155; 

lucyfolk.com
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COMING  
OF AGE
In 2015, Mitzi Ruhlmann seemed to be on the cusp of fashion 
stardom. Having fronted numerous magazine editorials, she  
was deemed a “model to watch”. Ruhlmann had been dabbling 
in modelling from the age of 14, but was compelled to focus on 
her first love  —acting. “I got scared people might start to look at 
me as a model-turned-actor, which I wasn’t, having acted since  
I was 10,” she says. “I felt I had worked too hard as an actor for 
too long to miscommunicate what I had been doing.” 

It seems the daughter of respected cinematographer  
Danny Ruhlmann (Little Fish, The Night We Called It A Day) 
was always destined for the screen. “I started asking for an 
agent when I was five,” she recalls. At nine, her request was 
finally granted. Not long after securing representation, she was 
cast in a friend’s short film. 

Relocating to LA with her family at the beginning of last year 
has enabled Ruhlmann to pursue her career with gusto, and 
while it might seem like an environment that could be 
emotionally challenging for an up-and-comer, the 17-year-old is 
pragmatic when it comes to the reality of rejection as an actor. 
“The more I audition, the more I realise how not to take it 
personally, it’s a business at the end of the day.” 

The film lover says she adores period pieces, and though 
she finds it tough to choose a favourite, the romantic-drama  
A Royal Affair is among her most cherished; she favours 
narratives that are curious and unexpected. “I want to make 
films I want to watch, and I love watching interesting and 
intelligent films.” 

Like many Australian stars before her, Ruhlmann cut  
her teeth on the long-running soap opera Home and Away 
(Seven Network) as Rabbit, a young girl who was later 
discovered to be a figment of Miles Copeland’s (Josh Quong 
Tart) imagination. Her acting choices since seem to indicate  
a nod towards the macabre, the most notable of which  
include a Cannes-selected short film titled Yardbird, where  
she plays a young girl who uses supernatural methods to 
confront the bullies who torment her father.  

Her latest project, Boys In The Trees (in cinemas October 
31), takes the coming-of-age genre into a dark and surreal 
realm. Set in 1997, the psychological thriller tells the story of 
Corey (Toby Wallace), who reunites with an estranged friend 
Jonah (Gulliver McGrath) on Halloween, resulting in an evening 
where their worst fears are imagined. Ruhlmann plays Romany 
the goth-styled misfit and love interest of Corey—a role in stark 
contrast to the actress’ vibrant and relaxed real-life persona. 

While her latest role is that of social outcast, when the 
cameras stop rolling Ruhlmann loves to explore, and challenge 
the status quo. It’s a freedom she clearly enjoys and 
appreciates as an actor. “Today you can be so self-expressive 
and that’s really encouraged. Whatever you want to do is 
pretty cool these days.” —SOPHIE GOULOPOULOS 

Lover cotton shirt, $250; 
loverthelabel.com. Bec & 

Bridge polyester-elastane 
swimsuit, POA; 

becandbridge.com.au.
Marni leather and  

brass earrings, $775; 
02-9327 3809.

ManiaMania silver-plated 
brass bracelet, $295; 
themaniamania.com 

Hair: Anthony Nader
Make-up: Peter Beard





HONEY DEBELLE
When trying out for NIDA, Honey Debelle’s audition piece was Helena’s soliloquy from  
A Midsummer Night’s Dream. She says reprising the role a few years later—this time around 
in the Sydney Theatre Company’s current production of the play—is a “real gift”. Arguably 
one of the most well-known female characters written by Shakespeare, this interpretation 
of Helena, Debelle says, “is grinding down into the truth and vulnerability of the role and 
getting into the emotions and the high stakes which makes Shakespeare really fun to play.”

Debelle, 24, says being involved with this campaign was important in order to spread 
the word about a disease that affects 1,500 Australian women each year. “It’s easy to feel 
powerless in the face of cancer, particularly a cancer you can’t detect or prevent at the 
moment, but I feel proud to be involved and stand alongside three wonderful women.”   

CALL TO ACTION “The statistics [surrounding ovarian cancer] can be disheartening, 
but it can also be empowering. We need to raise funds and awareness to get early 
detection tests happening because breakthroughs happen all the time.”

C
ENTRE
S
T

A

GE

IT’S A STATISTIC THAT NEEDS  
TO BE PUT IN THE SPOTLIGHT: FOUR 

AUSTRALIAN WOMEN ARE DIAGNOSED 
WITH OVARIAN CANCER EVERY DAY, 

AND THERE IS NO EARLY DETECTION TEST. 
INSTYLE INVITED FOUR LEADING 

ACTRESSES TO HELP RAISE AWARENESS, 
AND IN TURN, SAVE LIVES. EACH WEARS 
PIECES FROM GEORG JENSEN’S LIMITED-

EDITION COLLECTION, DESIGNED  
TO RAISE FUNDS FOR THE OVARIAN  
CANCER RESEARCH FOUNDATION

Sportmax top.  
Akira pants.  
Georg Jensen pendant

Hair: Peter Beckett
Make-up: Andrea Black

by TANIA GOMEZ

photographed by MICHELLE ABOUD 

styled by KATHERINE GREEN
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Romance Was Born 
cape. Dress, Purcell’s 
own. Georg Jensen 
earrings and pendant

Hair: Peter Beckett
Make-up: Rae Morris

LEAH PURCELL
A lot can happen in a week. Just ask Leah Purcell, 46, who completed the first act  
of her reimagining of Henry Lawson’s classic tale, The Drover’s Wife, in seven days. 
Purcell believes it’s a project she was destined to do, otherwise the words  
“wouldn’t have come as easy as [they] did.” Her efforts won her The Balnaves 
Foundation Indigenous Playwright’s Award. The play will premiere on September 17  
at Sydney’s Belvoir St Theatre where Purcell will take the stage in the title role.  
“I love acting and when I can do something like Drover’s Wife where there’s only  
one female in the play...when there’s meaty characters like that, I spring back to the 
acting board,” she says.                                          

Purcell’s drive now extends to this cause. As the symptoms of ovarian cancer  
are often so muted, remaining mindful of them is key. It’s because of this that  
Purcell hopes to bring attention to the disease within indigenous communities where 
women may be reluctant to visit a doctor. “If I can inspire someone to get checked  
then I’ve done my job,” she says.  

SPREADING THE WORD “One woman in Australia dies every 10 hours from ovarian 
cancer. There is an opportunity [for better survival] if you catch it in its early stages.  
That there’s no early detection test is mind blowing.”





Bec & Bridge dress. 
Georg Jensen earrings 
and pendant

Hair: Peter Beckett
Make-up: Rae Morris

ANNA O’BYRNE
Being handpicked by Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber to play the lead role of Christine Daaé  
in Love Never Dies may be a highlight in Anna O’Byrne’s career, but she has followed  
it up by landing another equally iconic part. O’Byrne, 30, is playing Eliza Doolittle in  
the 60th anniversary production of My Fair Lady currently showing at the Sydney  
Opera House. The musical is directed by the legendary Dame Julie Andrews,  
who was the original Eliza Doolittle in the first-ever staging of the show on  
Broadway. Being given such a rare opportunity, it’s understandable that O’Byrne 
describes working with Andrews as being a “masterclass” each day. She admits,  
“I’m having a ball with this one right now.”   

O’Byrne is passionate about being given the opportunity to raise awareness about 
ovarian cancer and appreciates the importance of being educated about the disease,  
and in turn the extensive research that’s currently required. “I really hope that we can 
raise some funds and find a way to detect this cancer early,” she says. “It’s paramount  
to treating ovarian cancer and for survival rates.” 

A WHISPER NOT A ROAR “I didn’t know until I did this campaign that there’s no early 
detection test [for ovarian cancer]. That just floors me because it’s a problem that affects 
so many women and often the symptoms can be so silent.” 







Sportmax dress.  
Georg Jensen pendant

Hair: Peter Beckett
Make-up: Andrea Black

SARAH PEIRSE
The actress knows firsthand what it’s like to have your life touched by ovarian cancer.   
“My mother had breast cancer in her early 40s so the spectre of cancer returning had 
always certainly dogged her. Although she lived till she was 79, by her late 70s she was 
suffering from a range of issues…ultimately ovarian cancer seemed to be the final stage.” 
Losing her mother this way, Peirse knows that she and her sisters could potentially be at 
risk and appreciates the importance of raising awareness. She understands that “you need 
to be alert to whatever the signs may be.”

Peirse says her mother is still a major inspiration. In fact, she credits her family for shaping 
her acting career. “We were a rowdy family,” she says. “We didn’t have a television for many 
years so we used to do performances.” With such early practice it’s no wonder Peirse, 58, is 
able to tackle complex characters, such as Patricia Highsmith, a role she will be reprising in 
the Melbourne Theatre Company’s production of Switzerland (premiering September 17). 
“[Highsmith] was a woman of great personal strength and of tremendous intellect. She was 
also bound up by consuming self doubt and a crippling capacity to be cruel,” she says. “ I’m 
really looking forward to inhabiting her again but with slight trepidation. I know the cost of 
what it is to go through that journey on a nightly basis.” 

IN THE SPOTLIGHT “We have a good awareness of breast cancer and now cervical 
cancer, too. We need to add ovarian cancer to that level of awareness.” 

The Georg Jensen Offspring pendant and earrings are available in store and online,  
at georgjensen.com.au. Both sterling-silver pieces are $195 each, and $50 from  
proceeds will go directly to the Ovarian Cancer Research Foundation  
to help fund much-needed research.  

For more information about the risks, symptoms and diagnosis of ovarian cancer, 
head to ocrf.com.au
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NOURISH  
YOUR SKIN







Heirloom 
PIN-UPS

Luminous 
SKIN

AT ALEXANDER
MCQUEEN

Think of her as the Miss Havisham of the 
Insta-age. This romantic, slightly eccentric 
woman “just took a menagerie of objects from 
her dressing table and put them into her roughly 
textured up-do,” says Guido Palau, hairstylist 
and global creative director for Redken, who 
prepped models’ damp hair with texturising 
spray (Redken Wind Blown 05, $32.95; shop.
redken.com.au) before drying. He pinned up 
hair without a precious thought: “We didn’t want 
it to look perfect.” Add texturiser, fasten a rough 
knot and sleep on it. In the morning, loop a 
bobby pin through the clasps of a few bracelets to 
secure them. “Use an odd number of pieces and 
position them in places that feel accidental.”

TRY: Thomas Sabo sterling-silver bracelets, $339 (left) 
and $499; thomassabo.com

AT BALMAIN

You want a complexion that radiates warmth and 
hasn’t a pore to squint at? It may take a minute,  
or 20. “We devote the same amount of time you’d 
need for applying make-up to massaging products 
into the skin,” says Pecheux. To give models an 
ethereal glow, he buffed in a water-based 
foundation then doused cheeks with highlighting 
cream. After dusting bronzer below cheekbones, 
he swept a sun-kissed powder onto the high 
planes of the face and dotted a light-catching  
gold lipstick over the apples. If you fear your 
complexion might crack under so many layers, 
take Pecheux’s approach: “I pretend every drop  
of product is the price of caviar.” By adopting 
this approach Pecheux says it “forces you to 
build light, transparent layers.”

TRY: Smashbox Camera Ready BB Water Foundation,  
$63; at mecca.com.au. Rimmel Good To Glow Highlighter, 
$12.95; 1800 812 663. Estée Lauder Bronze Goddess Powder 
Bronzer, $60; esteelauder.com.au. Nars Powder Brush 10,  
$78; at mecca.com.au
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Models dazzled with what Burberry artistic make-up 
consultant Wendy Rowe calls “glitter tears of joy”—you 
know, the kind of tears you cry when you win your office 
The Bachelor sweep. The key to looking cool, not kiddish, is 
making the flecks appear “lived in,” says Rowe. She applied 
charcoal-coloured shadow over lids and under lower lashes 
then smudged kohl pencil into lash lines. To help the 
stardust adhere, she slipped a touch of highlighter over 
cheekbones before using a flat brush to press the particles 
below the outer corners of the eyes. For an office-
appropriate look, trade sparkles for an iridescent cream.

TRY: MAC Cosmetics Glitter in Gold, $29, and Studio Eye Gloss  
in Money Honey, $45; maccosmetics.com.au. Burberry Effortless  
Blendable Kohl Multi-Use Pencil in Jet Black, $37; 02-9695 5678

Twisted 
BRAIDS
AT HERVÉ LEGER

Taking cue from Lubov Azria’s edgy collection, 
models’ lengths were set in textured waves, with  
a braid woven into a deep side part. “The braid 
gives it edge, without it being too ’70s punk,” says 
Tresemmé brand ambassador Chris Naselli.  
He applied the brand’s Wave Creating Sea Foam, 
which “creates volume without weighing down 
the hair.” Blow-dry it in, then twist strands as 
you plait, allowing strands to fall out naturally. 
Tie the plait and pin it in at the nape of the neck.

TRY: Tresemmé Perfectly Un(Done) Wave Creating  
Sea Foam, $9; 1800 061 027. Scunci Bobby Pins, $6.95 
(for a pack of 90); 1800 650 263
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RY BODY  
  BRUSHINGADD 

ANTIOXIDANTS

These free-radical 
fighters are important  
for both your body  
and face. “They prevent 
the damage caused  
by exposure to 
environmental factors 
such as pollution and  
UV rays,” says Selina 
Mithen, Swisse skincare 
product developer. 
Incorporate products 
that contain antioxidant-
rich vitamins like C and E 
in your beauty routine. 

CONTROL 
CELLULITE 

Improve the
app arance of cellulit

keeping skin
supple—in addition to
using moisturiser, try 
a targeted treatment, 

such as Comfort 
Zone Body Strategist 

Patches ($84 for a 
pack of 28; 02-9430 
2200). They utilise 
pure caffeine, which 

boosts circulation and 
has a temporary 
tightening effect.

Using a natural bristle brush (try The Body Shop Cactus 
Brush, $19.95; thebodyshop.com.au), start at your feet, 
brushing the skin upwards in long, sweeping motions. 
This banishes dry skin and stimulates circulation.

ragran
resh
A light scent can be a mood booster—we love
Maria Christofilis Mykonos12 EDP ($226/50ml; 
at mecca.com.au). Mediterranean bergamot 
will transport you to the Greek Islands.

EXERCISE
If you find it difficult to get motivated, try a fitness tracker (see p144), 
which helps to check your progress and monitor your improvement, says 
fitness expert Brooke Bevan. “They are also a great way to keep an eye 
on your kilojoule intake, as well as your heart rate compared to your 
perceived exertion level.” So there’s no cheating!

Body Scrub
“The skin sloughs off dead skin cells as they come 

to the surface, however the process can be slowed
if the skin is too dehydrated ” M then. Try an
oil-based exfoli li etics

Argan Sugar B m.
au). S

exfoli

Beauty
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GO GOLDEN 

For a subtle summer glow, try By Terry Tea to Tan 
Face and Body ($127; at mecca.com.au). The 
bronzing water contains black- and red-tea 

extract to keep the skin hydrated, while leaving  
a sheer, streak-free tint. Want more expert 

tanning tips? Get the lowdown on p148. I

K BAD
HA S

It’s a less
instilled in u
a young age,
ensure you avo

spending time 
outdoors without 

adequate sun 
protection—that’s 

not just broad 
spectrum SPF, but 
a wide-brimmed 

hat and large-
framed shades.

JUST 
JUICE 

A juice detox 
such as Lucky You 

Three-Day 
Classic Cleanse 

($225; lucky 
youcleanse.com.

au) can help 
kick-start a new 

you. It helps  
to promote a host
of benefits: better

sleep, improved
skin clarity

and alkalising
your system.

HYDRATE
For silky limbs, apply a fast-absorbing 
lotion like Palmolive Oil Infusions Body 
Moisturiser Jasmine with Avocado Oil 
($10; palmolive.com.au) post-shower  
to help retain moisture.

An effective option 
for permanent  
hair removal,  
laser involves  

concentrated
am of light

d at unwanted
h icles. For
mo rmation,
head rclinics.
com.au

nterval Training
Perfect for those with a busy lifestyle. “You can work out for less 
time and reach the same —if not better—results than endurance-
based sessions,” says Bevan. “Because of the high intensity,  
you’re improving your overall cardiac function.”

Laser



MASSAGE 

Schedule regular appointments: this body treatment 
helps to release endorphins, stimulate blood  

flow and encourage lymphatic drainage. Bye-bye  
tension and stress, hello smoother skin!

OSCILLATION 

“The Clarisonic brush 
head moves more than 
300 times per second 
to cleanse and exfoliate 
the skin,” says 
Clarisonic co-founder 
and president Dr Robb 
Akridge. The Clarisonic 
Smart Profile ($295; 
1300 651 991) can be 
used on your face and 
body, he says. “It’s 
great for areas, like the 
elbows and knees.”

Pedicure             Get your toes sandal-
ready with Scholl’s Velvet Smooth Electronic 
Nail Care System ($59.95; scholl.com.au). The 
speedy device files, buffs and polishes your nails.

QUICK 
FIX 

For when you need a 
pick-me-up, keep a facial 
mist on hand, like Aesop 

Immediate Moisture Facial 
Hydrosol ($25; aesop.com/
au). It leaves skin refreshed 

and hydrated and has  
a delicate rose scent.

Move those dark, wintry n
to the back of your bathro t.
Brighten up your tips with t ats
of a summer shade like mint—try Sally 
Hansen Hard As Nails Xtreme Wear in 
Mint Sorbet ($6.95; 1800 812 663).

M

Summer requires 
smooth legs,  
so pick up the  
new Schick 
Intuition Pure 
Nourishment 
($12.70; schick.
com.au). Enriched 
with coconut milk 
and almond oil, the 
conditioning shave 
cream sits right  
on the razor to 
create a lather.  
No soap required!

Razor

NAILS

Beauty
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V  
PROTECTION  

Sun protection should be a crucial step in your daily skincare 
routine throughout the year, but it’s that much more important 
when the mercury rises. The new Neutrogena Ultra Sheer Fluid 
SPF50 ($20; 1800 678 380) feels almost invisible on the skin and 
provides broad-spectrum SPF50.

Vegies
Leafy greens are rich in vitamins (especially 
vitamin A), nutrients and antioxidants.  
Up your intake for a healthy glow.

Your body goes into repair mode 
while you sleep, so to help you 
get the recommended six to 
eight hours of shut-eye, enlist 
the help of a Slip Sleep Mask  
($45; slipsilkpillowcase.com).

SKIN REPAIR 
As we age, we  
produce less of the  
oils that our body needs 
to keep our skin 
nourished, says Mithen. 
Vitamins A, C and E, 
found in Swisse 
Multivitamin Repair Body 
Oil ($15.95; swisse.com), 
strengthen and improve 
overall texture, while 
assisting in reducing the 
appearance of stretch 
marks and scars.

Tinted
Moisturiser 

Get more out ur body cream
by choosing a tr -up product, like

Jergens BB Body Perfecting Skin Cream
($15; 1800 468 318). The sheer, yet 

hydrating lotion adapts to your skin tone 
and also doubles as an illuminator.  

YOGA
Yoga has endless 
positives, says 
Bevan. “Yin Yoga is 
my go-to because it 
works on long-hold 
stretches that get 
deep into the 
connective tissue, 
targeting muscles.  
It can also decrease 
injury risk, as you’re 
giving your muscles 
a regular tune-up.”

XTEND
BARRE

A favourite
among the A-lis
Xtend Barre is a 
combination of 

dance, Pilates and 
cardio that works 

to strengthen, 
firm and tone 
your physique.  

Head to 
xtendbarre.com 
to find a studio 

near you.







We’ve combined nature’s brilliance with science’s 

brightest to bring you endota spa Organics™. Inspired 

by the Australian environment and developed to capture 

the essence of native plants, this skincare range will 

nurture your skin the way only nature can. Now the 

very same products we trust for our professional in-spa 

treatments are available to take home, giving you that 

fresh facial feeling everyday. COSMOS certified by 

Australian Certified Organic, endota spa Organics™ 

is your natural skincare choice.

nurture

Shop the new range in spa or online

   endotaspa.com.au

nature







From the right concealer technique  
to her top tools, Priceline Pharmacy 
make-up director Rae Morris goes back 
to basics to reveal her best advice for  
a flawless make-up look, every time

          Make-Up 
4PMDCôGML?J
USE A CONCEALER BRUSH According to Morris, 

this allows for better accuracy—and is more hygienic 

than using your fingers to apply product. “I recommend 

a synthetic concealer brush,” she says. “[The bristles] 

won’t absorb too much product, because for coverage, 

you want all of the product on your skin. Try to avoid 

concealers that come with their own applicators—not 

only are they very hard to sterilise, they can end up 

spreading bacteria, particularly when you are 

[covering up] any blemishes.”

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON “If I could only have one 

brush, it would be a kabuki,” says Morris. “A kabuki 

brush is like a ball of cotton wool, and you can do  

just about anything with it, from adding powder to 

applying blush, bronzer and highlighter. With a gentle 

pressure, it can also be used to contour and blend 

eyeshadow perfectly.”

APPLY FALSIES CORRECTLY There’s definitely  

a right and wrong way to apply a strip of false 

eyelashes, says Morris. “If you’re looking down and 

you apply the false lashes to the end of your natural 

lash line, the lashes will drag down when you look 

straight ahead, causing your eyes to appear droopy.” 

The correct technique requires you to cut about a third of the false lash strip off, and apply 

the remaining set so it sits about half a centimetre out from the end of your natural lash 

line while looking straight ahead—“this will give your eyes a ‘lift’ from the outer corner of 

your nose through to the outer corner of your eye.” 

AVOID GLITZY SHADOWS As we age, using shimmering or frosty eyeshadows are like 

holding a magnifying glass over the delicate skin around the eyes which is typically prone  

to wrinkles and fine lines, says Morris : “They can actually make you look puffier and 

more wrinkled. She prefers to opt for matt eyeshadows and liners that complement  

your eye colour and offer a sophisticated result.

SECRETS OF A 

Rae Morris has been a make-up 
artist for 25 years. She is also an 
author, and in 2016, she penned  
her latest book, Rae Morris 

Masterclass. She has been 
Priceline Pharmacy’s make-pp 
director for two years



BROW BUYS TO 

ACCENTUATE 

YOUR ARCHES

THE  

WAND

This is the ideal product 
for sparse arches that 
need “filling in,” says 

Morris. “The formula is 
pigmented, so use the 

shade that matches your 
natural brow colour.” Use 
the tip to fill in your brow, 
then turn to the spoolie 
to comb the brows into 
place. “I love using this 

for brows that have any 
gaps, and it’s perfect for 

sneaky grey hairs 
because it tints them 

naturally without leaving 
them looking too ‘dyed’”.

THE POWDER 

PALETTE

These rich hues suit 
darker brows, explains 
Morris. Take the angled 

brush and apply the 
lighter shade through the 

brow first: “I prefer the 
start of the brow to 

appear lighter than the 
rest, so use the nude 
shade to soften the 

pigment when applying  
it to the start of your 

brows.” To finish, choose 
the hue that matches 

your natural brow colour 
to add definition at the 

edges of the brow.

THE  

PENCIL

Ideal for all different  
types of eyebrows,  

Morris suggests using 
the pencil end of this 
product first to add 

definition, then misting 
hairspray on a lash comb 
and setting your brows in 
place. To ensure that you 

blend the pencil in 
seamlessly with your 
natural brow colour, 

Morris advises using the 
opposite end of the tool, 

which comes with a 
spoolie wand and a 

tinted gel formula. Not 
only does it deposit a 

subtle tint, it also helps  
to tame unruly hair.

YO U R G U I D E TO

CLASSIC MAKE-UP
Nailing those iconic beauty looks can require a little extra attention.  

We asked Morris for her top tips to application success

GLAMOROUS SCARLET LIPS

Not only does red lipstick suit everyone,  
“it’s a timeless look that can be worn day  

or night,” says Morris. She warns that  
“red lips enhance redness in the skin,  

so you need an even [foundation] coverage”. 
You should also keep your cheek colour  

and eyeshadow pared back, save for  
a slick of mascara, to assist in keeping  

the focus on your pout. 

BLACK WINGED EYELINER

Morris loves this timeless look that  
makes eyes “pop”. She explains that because 

black is a neutral shade, your coordinating 
lipstick choices are endless. “You can wear 

any hue, from natural to bold and bright.”  
As for the rest of your make-up,  

“keep your foundation flawless and 
 use lots of mascara” which will draw 

attention to your eyes.

A NEUTRAL POUT

Nude lipstick has the ability to make the 
mouth appear fuller, but it’s important to 

distinguish between a nude and non-existent 
lip, she says. If your lipstick is the same shade  

as your skin tone, you can look “lip-less”  
and washed out. You can also amp up your 
cheek colour with subtle shades of peach  

or rose, and team it with a smoky eye  
for extra definition.

Brow Beautifiers  

FROM LEFT: *Revlon  
Brow Fantasy by ColorStay, 

$23.95; 1800 025 488. Ardell 
Brow Defining Kit, $20; 

02-8709 8800. L’Oréal Paris 
Brow Artist Sculpt,  

$20.95; 1300 659 359
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WHAT’S YOUR PRIMARY CONCERN?

ARE FINE LINES AN ISSUE, TOO? WHICH IS  

A BIGGER ISSUE?

ARE DARK CIRCLES  

A SECONDARY CONCERN?

DO YOU  

CONSIDER YOUR 

SKIN SENSITIVE?

YOU’LL ALSO WANT TO  

CONSIDER...



OVER 86% OF WOMEN ACHIEVED

VISIBLE FAT LOSS*, REDUCED

Sam Frost

“The Alpha Keri Body 
Slimfit range makes me feel 
confident and comfortable in 

WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR SHAPE, 

SLIM, TONE & FIRM?



BEAUTY TALK 

Lily James

The British actress tells us how fragrance helps her get into  
character, reveals the secret to her English rose complexion  

and the surprising place she likes to practice her lines



Y
our breakthrough role was playing Lady  

Rose Aldridge in Downton Abbey. With  

the series set in the early 1900s, when hair 

and make-up was more “done”, did you spend 

a lot of time getting prepped for scenes? “Those curls 

took forever! I wore a wig so that saved time, as it was 

styled before it went on my head. The make-up was 

natural so that was really quick. The fashion [played] 

such a big part—the designers did an amazing job… 

there was an obsession with [the costumes], and seeing 

how [they] changed over the course of the show was,  

I think, really interesting.”

You also played Cinderella in the 2015 remake of  

the film. Who is your beauty fairy godmother? 

“Probably [celebrity] make-up artist Mary Greenwell. 

At the moment she has pink hair, so she’s definitely a 

fairy godmother type—she’s very magical and amazing.”

Can you describe your off-duty beauty regimen?  

“I’m diligent about skincare and hair treatments, but 

when it comes to make-up, I keep it simple and low-key.”

As the face of My Burberry Black, what do you enjoy 

most about wearing fragrance? “There are so many 

scents that remind me of my childhood, like lavender 

—my granny used to put lavender sheets in her clothes 

drawers. The smell of bonfire nights and mulled wine at 

Christmas time make you feel like you’re seven years old 

again. For every character I play, I wear a different scent, 

but I like having a signature one for myself as Lily, and  

I’m enjoying wearing My Burberry Black.”

What’s the best beauty advice you’ve been given?  

To stop plucking my eyebrows. When I was younger  

I used to over pluck them. Now, aside from make-up 

artists tweaking a few strays, I leave them alone and it 

has made a huge difference!” —HAYLEY D’ONOFRIO 

 [THIS IS] JUST A BEAUTIFUL, SENSUAL  
SCENT. I LIKE THAT THERE IS THIS DARK EDGE  

TO THE CANDIED ROSE WITH AMBER AND 
PEACH. IT FEELS FLORAL BUT SEXIER”

My Burberry Black EDP, $220/90ml; 02-9695 5678

FEBRUARY 2015
“This was a great dress 
but I feel like I ruined it 

with the make-up—it’s a bit 
too vampy. I didn’t need 
the earrings or the curls”

JUNE 2014
“I was going for  

a more fierce look. The 
dress was really long and 
my stylist shortened it.  
I enjoyed that straight 

hair, too”

APRIL 2013
“My hair looks  
a bit ringlet-y.  

It’s sweet and fresh- 
faced [though], isn’t it? 

 It’s quite young”

JUNE 2012
“This was my first-ever 
red carpet! Do I like it? 
Yeah, I’m happy with it.  
My friend spent ages 

strutting around my flat, 
showing me how to pose”

LILY’S MUST-HAVES

1 BURBERRY EFFORTLESS  
EYEBROW DEFINER  

“I use this for my brows—I like to keep 
them [looking] natural” 

$48; 02-9695 5678

2 ELEMIS PRO COLLAGEN 
MARINE CREAM 

“I’m really into skincare and pampering 
my skin. I exfoliate, moisturise, use 

sunscreen and always take my 
make-up off before bed.  

Product-wise, I love [this moisturiser]” 
$250; elemisaustralia.com.au

3 EPSOM SALTS 
“When I have time I enjoy long  
baths and use Epsom salts and  

light candles. I often read or learn  
my lines in the bath”     

$3.60; at coles.com.au

4 MOROCCANOIL TREATMENT 
ORIGINAL  

“My hair has been coloured a lot for 
various roles, so I have to treat it with 

masks, treatments and oils. My  
favourite brand is Moroccanoil” 

$59.95; moroccanoil.com

1

43

2
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INSTYLE advertising feature

1. SKIN SAVER Jergens 
Shea Butter deeply 

conditions dry, dull skin to 
reveal skin that’s deeply 

luminous and three times as 
radiant. It absorbs quickly 

and leaves skin with a light, 
fresh scent and non greasy 

feeling.   400ml $9.99  
at Priceline Pharmacy. 

 2. FASHION FIX 
Dont let fashion 

emergencies send you home 
early. Hollywood Fashion 
Secrets - Mini Emergency 

Kits have everything you 
need to prevent or repair 

any wardrobe malfunction. 
These convenient kits are 

purse-sized and contain 
fashion tape, a hair elastic, 

sewing kit and more.  
$19.95 at Priceline Pharmacy.

3. PRETTY PALETTE  

Models Prefer Make Me 
Blush Face Palette  offers 
the perfect combination 

of highlighter, blush and 
bronzer hues to make sure 

you’re always putting  
your best face forward.   

10g $14.99 at  
Priceline Pharmacy.

4. FRESH COLOUR

Fudge Violet Shampoo and 
Conditioner are the perfect 

partnership to neutralise 
and cleanse blonde hair 

while removing unwanted 
yellow and brassy tones. 

Available at Priceline 
Pharmacy.

5. DARE TO GO BARE

Introducing Boho Nudes, 
a new range celebrating 

Rimmel’s 15 year partnership 
with Kate Moss. Created 

by Kate, this gorgeous 
range is inspired by her 

London looks. Pictured: 
Rimmel Lasting Finish Kate 
Anniversary #054 Rock ‘N’ 

Roll Nude, 4g  $13.95 at  
Priceline Pharmacy. 

6. BLONDE BEAUTY

Get summer ready.  
Schwarzkopf Nordic  
Blonde is the perfect cool 
Scandinavian blonde with 
up to four levels of lift and 
frosty pastel reflexes.  It 
lightens and colours in one 
step. $10.79 at Priceline 
Pharmacy. 

Prices are Priceline’s normal national 

selling prices and may vary in stores 

and online. While stocks last. 

Products available at Priceline and 

Priceline Pharmacy stores or online at  

Priceline.com.au. Call Customer 

Service on 1300 88 44 11 for your 

nearest stockist.
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Does It 
REALLY  

Work

The Claim
First there was Dyson’s sleek vacuum cleaner,  
then the bladeless fan. Now, after four years of 
testing, the brand has launched its first haircare  
tool—the Supersonic hairdryer. Weighing in at just 
618g, the lightweight wonder has four heat and three 
airflow settings, and the temperature is measured  
20 times per second, ensuring your lengths aren’t 
exposed to excessively high heat. It comes with  
a diffuser and magnetic attachments that remain  
cool to touch, including a nozzle that smooths and

aneously. Last but not least,
an your regular hairdryer.

)VNCPR7?ÿQ
per-quiet, and handles
hairstylist and Supersonic
More importantly, Xydis
tes it from its counterparts
s: “They help to keep the
oiding high temperatures

se the cold shot [button]
erature.” The results speak
explaining that minimising
ases the gloss factor,
ry regularly. “Whether
eek, it’s worth the
cts the hair. With

air, without the need
cts.”

7?ÿ
ecruit, with long

ng is a guaranteed
after one use,

five.” It wasn’t just the
she had less flyaways

moothing cream)
rt that she’s not
at would come
r with a hairdryer.”
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TR ANSFORMATION

Naomi Watts

“VOLUMISING MOUSSE IS 
ESSENTIAL FOR A LONG-LASTING 

STYLE. A SHALLOW  
SIDE PART FLATTERS NAOMI’S  

HEART-SHAPED FACE”
—GIANNANDREA,  

hairstylist

The powerhouse Oscar nominee has delicate 

features, says make-up expert Pati Dubroff, “so we 

steer clear of harsh lines and bold colours, which 

can overwhelm.” Instead, Dubroff likes to contour 

the actress’ eyes, smudging taupe liner along her 

upper lash lines and winging up the shade just 

before reaching the outer edges for a lifted effect

NOW

1998 2001 2003

200720052004

2011 2012201020102009

2015 2016

See more gorgeous transformations at instylemag.com.au

2014

Beauty
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NEW
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Victoria Beckham’s long-awaited, limited-edition line for Estée Lauder 
will be available from September 25. Encompassing metallic shadows, 
bronzers, highlighters and richly pigmented eyeliners, Beckham says 
the range stemmed from her own passion for cosmetics. “I’ve always 
loved make-up, I’ve always worn make-up,” she says. “It helps us feel 
beautiful and that’s what I want to do, I want to reach every woman 
and make her feel beautiful. To work with Estée Lauder and create 
those things that I know you can’t find anywhere is interesting and 
fresh and exciting.”
Victoria Beckham Estée Lauder (clockwise from top): Bronzer in Java Sun,  
$105; Lip Pencil in Victoria, $48; Eye Kajal Duo eye pencil in Black Saffron/Vanille, 
$48; Eye Foil in Burnt Anise, $58; and Eye Metal eyeshadow in Charred Emerald, 
$72; esteelauder.com.au 

PRICELINE SISTERHOOD

Established in 2011, the Priceline Sisterhood 
Foundation generates much-needed funds 
and awareness for its five charity 
partners, including Alzheimer’s Australia 
and cancer charity Look Good...Feel 
Better. This year’s National Sisterhood 
Foundation event aims to raise  
$1 million—here’s how you can help... 

When September 29–October 11

How Head to your local Priceline Pharmacy 
store and purchase a product that gives  
a portion of the proceeds to the Sisterhood

Donate You can also make a donation 
in-store or online. For more information, 
visit priceline.com.au/sisterhood

THE SWEET 

SMELL OF

SUCCESS

Created under  
the vision of Boss 
Womenswear 
artistic director 
Jason Wu, the new 
Boss The Scent  
For Her EDP 
($140/50ml; 1800 
651 146) strikes the 
perfect balance 
between sexy and 
sophisticated.  
With a fusion of 
both masculine 
and feminine 
elements, the 
sleek bottle is 
inspired by the 
iconic Hugo Boss 
cufflink, while the 
scent turns to 
sweet honeyed 
peach and freesia, 
with roasted 
cocoa and a heady 
oriental floral note 
leaving lasting 
sultriness.

LIKE 

A BOSS

to iconic British beauty brand Rimmel 
London since 2001, and to celebrate 
15 years of collaboration, a special 
edition collection of the iconic 
Lasting Finish Lipstick by Kate will hit 
counters this month. Encased in 
sleek, rose-gold-coloured tubes, the 
line-up offers six chic colours, with 
three reds and three nudes inspired 
by her classic London beauty looks.
Rimmel Lasting Finish Lipstick by Kate in  
(clockwise from top): Rock ‘N’ Roll Nude, My Nude,  
and Retro Red, $13.95 each; 1800 812 663 
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THE REAL  
 YOU – IN 
COLOUR

STYLING TIP:

DISCOVER YOUR MOST BEAUTIFUL SHADE AT WWW.CLAIROL.COM.AU
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PRICELINE PHARMACY advertising feature

BROW GAME: 

STRONG

Getting full, thick brows is  

one part genetics and one 

part faking it – through expert 

product application. And with 

new brow products entering  

the market weekly, it can  

be downright confusing.  

We break it down for you.

PENCILS: These are good for 

definition, and filling in any 

patchiness. Remember to always 

use short, feather-like strokes 

and blend well for the most 

natural look. Fine-tipped pencils 

will give you ultra precision for 

defining the smallest hairs.

GELS: Gels help to set the  

brow in place and deposit  

only minimal colour. They’re 

great for longer brows that  

need to be tamed into place.

POWDERS: These will help  

add depth and volume to  

the brows and will have them 

looking fuller yet soft.

WAXES: Waxes have a lot of 

staying power so are a great 

all-day product for those with 

sparse brow hair or large gaps.

HIGHLIGHTING PENCILS:  

These go under the arch to 

highlight where the light 

naturally hits, which draws 

attention to your perfect arches.

THE TREND

They have been on-trend 

no signs of quitting: big 

of a focus on enhancing 

the natural shape of the 

following a trend shape), 

filled in, full and brushed 

1.  *NYX Micro Brow Pencil in 

Brunette, $16.95.

2.  REVLON Brow Fantasy by 

ColorStay in Brunette, $23.95.

3.  RIMMEL LONDON Brow This 

Way Highlighting Pencil, $9.95.

1.

2. 3.

2.

1.

HIGH BROW

1.   MANICARE Ultimate  

Slant Tweezers, $14.09.

2.  ECOTOOLS Lash/Brow 

Groomer, $5.99.

3.  REVLON Expert  

Tweezers, $12.99.

T WEEZE ME

At-home plucking is 

the easiest (and least 

painful) way to keep 

your arches in perfect 

shape. Always follow the 

natural line of your brow 

and pluck sparingly from 

below – never from above, 

as this will change the 

shape. The best time to 

tweeze is after a shower 

when your skin and hair is 

already supple, the pores 

more open, and your skin 

is clean. Hairs will come  

out easier, and there’ll  

be less pain factor.

1. 2. 3.

FROM THE LATEST BROW TRENDS AND TOOLS  
TO AT-HOME TIPS AND TRICKS, PRICELINE PHARMACY  
HAS ALL YOUR BEAUTY NEEDS COVERED

1.   *L’ORÉAL PARIS Brow  

Artist Sculpt, $20.95.

2.  ARDELL Brow 

Defining Kit, $19.99.
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Contemporary Australian fashion design by Toni Maticevski
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TH E G U I D E Style

THE ULTIMATE

SUPPORT

or maximum comfort,
ports bras should have

wide adjustable straps
nd a long-line cut

THE SPORTY

HADES

Athletic-inspired
ccessories will
ull your look
ogether

THE BRIGHT

BOMBER

This season’s
t-jacket translates
on and off the field

THE FUN TIGHTS

Graphic panels are
cool alternative

o block colour

THE MULTI-PURPOSE

PIECES

Love the beach? A versatile 
set that takes you from sand 
sprints to sea is essential. 
This one is fast-drying and 
holds its shape in the water

THE STYLE-SAVVY COVER UP

Get extra coverage and create a 
flattering silhouette by wearing a 
drawstring vest over your gym gear 
when travelling between classes

To Spin Class And Beyond...
Comfort, practicality, style: no matter your  

athletic MO, these staples tick all the right boxes

Reebok 
polyester and 

elastane 
jacket,$490; 

reebok.com.au
Nike leather  
and suede 

sneakers, $140; 
nikestore.com.au.

Ray-Ban sunglasses,
$240; ray-ban.com

Lululemon 
Luxtreme and 
lycra bra $69; 

 lululemon.com.au

Seafolly nylon  
and elastane 

leggings, $129.95; 
1300 420 811

Speedo Endurance+ 
top, $60, and shorts, 
$55; speedo.com.au

�����@GìGML
THE AMOUNT OF MONEY AUSTRALIANS  

SPEND ON FITNESS EACH YEAR
(2015 Cost Of Being Fit Report) 

Alta

fitbit.

A sleek, slim-line 
activity tracker 
makes it super- 
easy to stay on 
top of your 
progress 24/7

EVERY STEP 

COUNTS

THE NEW

KICKS

Traditional 
white sneakers 
are updated by 
incorporating a 
luxe fabrication 
like soft suede

Witchery 
polyester vest, 

$169.95;  
witchery.com.au





TH E G U I D E Style
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When it comes to activewear, 
we’ve come a long way, baby

CREATE SHAPE If you want a little extra 
curve up top, go for a sports bra with molded 
cups that will boost your silhouette. A V-neck 
T-shirt will further enhance your neckline.

SLIM YOUR LEGS Black cropped tights are 
the best option for drawing attention away 
from your lower half. Compression fabric will 
smooth the appearance of legs, while a wide, 
high-waisted band will shape your midsection.

THINK FEET FIRST Ever been fascinated  
by someone’s bright kicks? Your sneakers 
are the perfect way to have fun with 
colour, especially if you prefer to stick to 
tamer shades for the rest of your outfit.

HIDE A TUMMY Look for a form-fitting 
top with ruching at the front to flatter your 
waist. The fabric detail will help disguise 
bumps while a fitted cut streamlines shape.

IF THERE’S ONE THING TO 
CONSIDER WHEN SHOPPING FOR 

SPORTSWEAR, IT’S “WICKING” 
MATERIAL. DESIGNED TO PULL 

PERSPIRATION AWAY FROM THE 
SKIN, SWEAT IS RELEASED INTO 

THE OUTER LAYERS OF 
CLOTHING, STOPPING MOISTURE 
BECOMING TRAPPED BETWEEN 
THE GARMENT AND THE BODY—

THE RESULT? IMPROVED 
COMFORT AND NO DARK MARKS, 

EVEN ON CARDIO DAYS.

1960s The cultural 
revolution of the ’60s 
meant women gained  
the freedom to wear 
form-fitting pieces and 
androgynous styles.

2000s Designers such as  
Stella McCartney started 
to collaborate with sports 
brands and suddenly 
activewear became  
a stylish choice.

1920s Inspired by 
acrobats and weightlifters, 
bodysuits that  
incorporated a skirt 
reigned supreme.

1980s The fitness industry 
boomed and with it came 
aerobics, leg warmers and  
a whole lot of lycra.

1930s There was no such 
thing as spandex in the early 
20th century (it was 
invented in 1958), so natural 
materials such as cotton 
were commonly worn  
when working up a sweat.

1990s Bright, printed 
leotards and tights 
continued to rise in 
popularity, while labels like 
Tommy Hilfiger brought 
sports-inspired pieces onto 
the runway.

1950s During the post-war 
period, technology 
advanced, as did fashion, 
with new fabrications and 
forward-thinking designs 
leading to garments made 
specifically for exercise.

1940s For women, 
jumpsuits and tea-length 
skirts were acceptable for 
light leisure activities such 
as tennis and cycling.

1970s Jogging was big 
news, and brands like Nike 
and Adidas started to gain 
momentum as more and 
more people hit the track.

Now Like it or not, fashion 
and fitness have well and 
truly merged, and stars like  
Bella Hadid offer plenty of 
athleisure inspiration.

Chanel  
skipping rope, 

$1,790;  
1300 242 635

SWEAT IT OUT WHILE 

STAYING DRY

'%6)���
It may seem like a good idea, but adding extra detergent to your 
workout wash is a big no-no. The excess product can build up in 

garmets, trapping odour and creating a breeding ground for mildew. 
To keep your gear in top shape, use a little less detergent than 
recommmended, wash in cold water and air dry. If you’re really 

worried about freshness, add half a cup of white vinegar to the load.

MAKE YOUR KIT GO THE DISTANCE

TIMELINE



N E W  PA N D O R A  L O C K E T S  S T Y L E D  B Y  YO U

Express your unique style with hand-finished lockets made from sterling silver. Personalise your locket by adding 
your favourite sparkling petite elements. PANDORA floating locket with necklace chain from $149. 

Be inspired at pandora.net







TH E G U I D E Beauty
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Raising eyebrows over our social media feeds, this technique—essentially 
contouring with self-tanner—is a professional sport, so we suggest you practice 
with regular bronzer first and then take your strokes to the next level.

James Read Tantour Sculpting Duo, $51; at netaporter.com

6CRFGLI�'MAIR?GJ�,MSP�
Alcohol consumption can lower amino-acid levels in skin, says tanning expert Audrey Spina.  
Since DHA needs to react with these amino acids for optimum results, diminished levels spell 
streaks, so make sure you tan before you toast

TEP 1

k up your favourite
f-tanner (we love this
wder duo from James
ad, which comes with
earlescent highlighter
d a bronzer infused
th DHA). Using a brush
even your fingers,

apply the formula around 
your hairline and under 
your cheekbones

STEP 2

Let set for three hours, 
then rinse—at this point, 
you’ll see a faint contour

STEP 3

Apply the highlighter  
above your cheekbones 
to bring them out further, 
creating a subtle, 
lit-from-within look

INGREDIENTS

1 lemon

1 lime

1 tbsp baking soda

Cloth mitt

METHOD

Combine the citrus juices 
with the baking soda until a 
paste forms. Put the mixture 
in the microwave for 15–20 
seconds. Once it has cooled, 
spoon it onto a cloth mitt 
and carefully massage it onto 
the areas that look darker 
than the rest of your tinted 
skin. Rinse. This should fade 
any lines of demarcation.  
Repeat if required.

A SELF-TAN 

GONE WRONG

If streaks still develop 
despite your best 
efforts, whip up this 
homemade recipe 
from tanning expert 
James Read, who has 
developed his own line 
of bronzing products

HOW TO 

*-<�

BOOST M ISTURE

Keep hydrated with  
a light moisturiser to 
make your “tan” last

Aveeno Daily  
Moisturising Lotion,  

$12.95; 1800 029 979

T

Shimmering chocolate 
and bronze particles 

give a rich golden glow

Nars Monoi  
Body Glow 1,  

$88; at mecca.com.au

ADD S MER

Mist this on your legs, 
arms and décolletage 
for a touch of sparkle

ModelCo Shimmer Airbrush 
Illuminiser, $24; 

modelcocosmetics.com

3
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Fiji’s splendid isolation, white sand beaches and crystal clear waters make 

it the perfect place to escape and unwind. With more than 300 sun-soaked

islands to lose yourself in, happiness is closer than you might think. 

www.fiji.travel



FOR THE FULL RANGE OF TRULY NATURAL  

SKINCARE GO TO NATURALINSTINCT.COM.AU

*Tested under dermatological skin specialist control. 30 women afte

of oothing
ne.*

NATURAL BEAUTY
Introducing the new powerful performance skincare that gives you the ultimate hydrating  

pairing of serum and moisturiser, made using ingredients straight from nature

SHING

URISER

y and easily absorbed,

us formula delivers 12

ontinuous hydration.

d with the Plump &

um, it forms the ultimate

skin care regime. Packed

p and sweet almond oil,

restore skin elasticity.

u plum extract, an

atural source of

helps promote skin clarity.

NEW PLUMP & 

RENEW SERUM

This nourishing

formula is youth

bottle. Designed

the most from y

moisturiser, it p

your skin for imp

smoother textu

hydration. With

combination of

straight from na

saccharide isom

and liquorice ex

unrivalled anti-a

without toxins o

Skin is left refres

glowing. Apply o

face, neck and d

leave it to fully a

results, follow w

Instinct Nourish

+
1

2

STEP ONE

STEP TWO

ULATED

THEFINEST

T-DERIVED

DIENTS,

FIEDORGANIC

ACTSANDPURE

TIALOILS.

NATURAL INSTINCT advertising feature





POLISHED STYLE

WWW.SCHOLL.COM.AU

Make the Scholl Velvet Smooth Nail Care system part of your beauty 
routine and enjoy beautiful, healthy-looking nails effortlessly 

STEP 1 Put the 

replaceable file head on 

the nail pen. Switch it on 

by choosing your desired 

speed (from two speed 

options) and file nails  

to your desired shape.

STEP 2 Put on  

the buff head to even  

out imperfections  

and smooth the nail  

surface. This prepares  

nails for Step 3. 

STEP 3 Put on the 

shine head and polish  

the nail surface in a  

circular motion.  

Apply light pressure  

for best results.

STEP 4 Finish with 

Scholl Velvet Smooth  

Nail Care Oil – a rich  

seven-oil complex  

to nourish nails 

 and cuticles. 

Beautiful nails are always 

in style. Keep yours in top 

condition with the Scholl 

Velvet Smooth Nail Care 

system. This electronic nail 

pen, with three replaceable 

heads, works beautifully 

with Scholl’s Velvet Smooth 

Nail Care Oil to give  

your nails a polished, 

healthy-looking glow.  

And it’s so simple to use:

SCHOLL advertising feature
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Find that surprise something at these chic designer spots,
indie home stores and bustling beauty boutiques

MADISON  

HALL

Bites + Sips + Sleep

LONGMAN & EAGLE

A Michelin-starred  
restaurant, cool bar and 

upstairs lodging mean you’ll 
never have to leave.

2657 N. Kedzie Ave.; 
longmanandeagle.com

Books + Booze

VOLUMES BOOKCAFE
Happy hour just got a lot  

smarter, thanks to this shop’s 
captivating reads and  

local craft beer. 

1474 N. Milwaukee Ave.; 
volumesbooks.com

Coffee + Bikes

HERITAGE BICYCLES

The chain’s general store  
serves up artisanal roasted 
coffee and custom bicycles,  

made in Chicago.

2959 N. Lincoln Ave.;  
heritagebicycles.com

Jewels +Blooms

ASRAI GARDEN

The mash-up of enchanting 
greenery and twinkly 

accessories will make you feel 
as if you’re in an actual fairytale. 

1935 W. North Ave.; 
asraigarden.com

RH 

CHICAGO

FASHION

One-of-a-Kind Treasures

TUSK

This perennially cool shop in 
Logan Square champions 
homegrown talent. Find 
necklaces by designers 
Double Bonus, Nataliya 
Kotlova tunics, and an 
exclusive clothing partnership 
with art brand BFGF.

3205 W. Armitage St.; 
tuskchicago.com

Off-the-Runway Splurges

IKRAM

Fifteen years after opening, 
the legendary luxury 
destination, with its glossy red 
façade and cutting-edge 
line-up of Céline, Delpozo and 
Sacai, still makes a statement.

15 E. Huron St.; ikram.com

Under $250 Scores

MOON VOYAGE

Owner Susie Lee gives 
Wicker Park hipsters what 
they want: dreamy pieces 
(dresses by celebrity 
favourite Bella Dahl, 
Herbivore’s natural beauty 
products and unique pieces 
by Odette NYC jewellery) 
for less than the price of  
a four-day festival pass.

2010 W. Pierce Ave.; 
shopmoonvoyage.com

ACCESSORIES

Gifts for Everyone

MADISON HALL

This hotel-lobby spot houses 
two elegant boutiques: a 
unisex store carrying Aesop 
products and Moscot glasses, 
and a women’s boutique 
featuring fresh-cut flowers, 
Santa Maria Novella scents 
and Eddie Borgo rings.

71 E. Madison St.; 
madisonhallchicago.com

Sophisticated  
Odds and Ends

SPACE 519 

From whimsical prints by 
lifestyle brand Rifle Paper 
Co. to Rachel Comey 
jumpsuits, the offerings at 

this self-described general 
store (and sister to Madison 
Hall) include stylish 
pick-me-ups at every price.

900 N. Michigan Ave., Level 5; 
space519.com

HOME

New and Mid-Century Finds

MODERN

COOPERATIVE

This Mod mecca is brimming 
with vintage (’50s sofas, ’60s 
bar carts) and contemporary 
pieces (cheeky pillows, 
typographical posters), as 
well as exclusive wares 
(artwork, jewellery and 
handbags) by local designers.

1215 W. 18th St.; 
moderncooperative.com

Furniture Shopping That’s 
Actually Fun

RH CHICAGO

You could spend a day 
exploring upmarket 
homewares store 
Restoration Hardware’s new 
6,500 square-metre flagship, 
which boasts a huge selection 
of rustic-sleek designs, an 
elegant cafe, a rooftop park 
and a performance space.

1300 N. Dearborn St.;  
restorationhardware.com

Chilled-Out Decor

HUMBOLDT HOUSE

With its vibrant mix of kilim 
rugs, locally made ceramics 
and modern wall hangings, 
this Humboldt Park outpost 
could easily be mistaken for 
a Californian bungalow.

1045 N. California Ave.; 
humboldthouseco.com

Charming Stationery

GREER

A dizzying experience  
for any paper nerd,  
this treasure trove  
stocks greeting cards,  
pens and journals from  
indie presses such as  
Ohh Deer and Elum.

1657 N. Wells St.;  
greerchicago.com

BEAUTY

Cult Make-up Hits

ARCH APOTHECARY

This bright shop is a go-to 
for luxury products from 
haircare brand Oribe and  
nail line RGB Cosmetics. 
There’s also a full menu of 
hair, make-up, eyebrow and 
eyelash treatments.

1359 N. Wells St.; 
archapothecary.com

PERFECT 

PAIRINGS

Is there a  
Nobel Prize for 
genius retail 
concepts? 
These hybrid 
establishments 
make a case for 
a brand-new 
category



I NST YL E y Chicago

OLD BUILDING, 
NEW HOTEL

BAKED GOODS

DOUGHNUT VAULT

One heavenly bite  
of a buttermilk old-
fashioned or triple 
chocolate from the 
famous brick-walled 
shop and you’ll forget  
all about that pesky  
hour-long wait.

111 N. Canal St.;  
doughnutvault.com

COFFEE

INTELLIGENTSIA

Though it’s since spread 
to LA and New York, this 
quality coffee chain—and 
early adopter of ethical 
practices—was born  
20 years ago on 
Chicago’s North Side.

3123 N. Broadway;  
intelligentsiacoffee.com

JUICE

REAL GOOD JUICE CO.

Started by a former Wall 
Street trader, this sunny 
café concocts cold-
pressed drinks with 
clever names like 
Juice-tin Bieber and 
Juicille Ball.

1647 N. Wells St.;  
realgoodjuiceco.com

RM CHAMPAGNE

SALON

;FCPC��
=MSZJJ�*GLB��
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Eat, drink and relax at these 
Chi-Town hot spots. (And don’t 
you dare skip the deep-dish pizza!)

LONDONHOUSE CHICAGO

This 452-room skyscraper is a
93-year-old landmark with a just 

completed 22-storey tower attached.

85 E. Upper Wacker Dr.;  
londonhousechicago.com

KIMPTON GRAY HOTEL

The boutique chain’s fifth Chicago
location is the iconic New York Life 

Insurance building in the Loop district.

122 W. Monroe St.;  
thegrayhotel.com

VIRGIN HOTEL

Leave it to Virgin to add a sexy sheen 
to a historic Art Deco building (the 

Old Dearborn Bank Building) with the 
launch of its first-ever hotel.

203 N. Wabash Ave.;  
virginhotels.com

CHICAGO ATHLETIC  
ASSOCIATION

Completed in 1893 by famed architect 
Henry Ives Cobb, this former men’s 
club was gorgeously reincarnated  

as a four-star property in 2015.

12 S. Michigan Ave.;  
chicagoathletichotel.com

BISTRO

RM CHAMPAGNE 

SALON

Enter through  
a cobblestoned back 
alleyway and settle in  
for a candlelit evening  
of steak frites and  
bubbly at this  
Parisian-style lounge.

116 N. Green St.;  
rmchampagnesalon.com

BAR

THE BROKEN SHAKER 
Chicago is a serious 
cocktail town. And that’s 
exactly why Miami’s 
Freehand Hotel opened a 
follow-up outpost in the 
Chicago neighbourhood 
of River North. From 
tipples inspired by the  
city, to the perfect 
summertime blends, 
mixologists here are 
defnitely mixing things up!

19 E. Ohio St.; thefreehand.
com/chicago/venues/
the-broken-shaker/

STEAKHOUSE

MAPLE & ASH 
You might call Maple & 
Ash the Beyoncé of steak 
houses. The see-and-be-

seen eatery is glitzy, 
confident and adept at 
turning out hits like a 
28-day dry-aged bone-in 
rib eye and charred 
Spanish octopus.

8 W. Maple St.; 
mapleandash.com

DEEP-DISH

PEQUOD’S PIZZA 
The locals’ relationship 
with pizza runs, well, 
deep. And what can 
everyone agree on? 
Pequod’s Chicago-style 
pizzas are the ideal 
balance of crispy crust 
and cheesy middle.

2207 N. Clybourn Ave.; 
pequodspizza.com

SPA

ALLYU 
A calming glow sets the 
tone at this day spa, 
which offers infrared 
sauna sessions and free 
meditation classes 
every month.

600 W. Chicago Ave.; 
allyuspa.com



B L U E 
C R U S H

Beautiful blue evokes 

summer, fun and relaxation. 

Make your home feel like 

a holiday and imagine 

Santorini at your backdoor.



Langford 3-Seater Lounge, $1499; 

Langford 2-Seater Lounge, $1199; 

Langford Armchair, $699; Langford 

Co�ee Table, $349; Langford Lamp 

Table, $249. Available in store only. 

All other props stylist’s own.

HARVEY NORMAN® advertising feature





C R E A T E  T H E 

P E R F E C T  S E T T I N G 

F O R  S U M M E R 

E N T E R T A I N I N G

HARVEY NORMAN® advertising feature



M E D I T E R R A N E A N  S U M M E R 

V I B E S  I N  Y O U R  B A C K Y A R D



HARVEY NORMAN® advertising feature

Quay 9-Piece Dining 

Setting, $1999; Mosaic 

19245/679 Large 

(200x290cm) Rug, 

$499. Available in 

store only. All other 

props stylist’s own.



S H A D E S  O F  B L U E 

B R I N G  C A L M  S E R E N I T Y



HEAD INTO YOUR LOCAL STORE. OTHERWISE, 
VISIT HN.COM.AU OR CALL 1300 464 278.
Furniture prices displayed are valid in state capital metropolitan areas only (excluding Northern 

Territory). Prices in country areas will be higher due to additional freight charges. Ends 31/10/2016.



CHECK OUT
THIS DESIGNER

POP UP STORE
I have some
jimmy choos 

for sale

Join the social network for your suburb

Get it on

www.nabo.com.au
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HOUSE TOUR 

Christian 
LouboutinThe designer’s taste runs 

from pre-Columbian to 
modern. Case in point: these 
Jean Royère Polar Bear chairs 
that anchor the living room

0ãCĀ,MKC
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THE ONE THING THAT BORES THE WORLD-FAMOUS DESIGNER OF  

VOLUPTUOUS HEELS MOST? A STRAIGHT LINE. IN HIS LIFE, AS IN  

HIS HOME, HE FINDS PLEASURE IN TAKING THE LONG WAY AROUND

by ERIC WILSON   photographed by SIMON WATSON



a wall of glass windows. As Louboutin was about to sign the 

paperwork, his business partner, Bruno Chamberlain, reviewed it 

and discovered that due to the complexities of French real-estate 

law, Louboutin was trying to purchase an apartment in which he 

could not legally live on certain days of the week. Louboutin was  

so distraught, he says, “I thought, at this point, I’ll move to Beirut.”

Luckily, a friend intervened and took up the hunt, eventually 

discovering Louboutin’s current space, then in a state of disrepair. 

Its reconstruction took nearly three years and involved 

transforming small rooms into a massive suite under a vaulted 

ceiling, creating an enormous master suite with a walk-in closet 

that resembles the inside of a luxury train car, and installing  

a sky-lit marble spa. Of course, there is still not nearly enough 

storage for all his shoes, with as many as 200 pairs lined up  

along the walls of his bedroom and bathroom.

The most remarkable thing about the designer’s home is  

how many details appear to be historic elements of the building  

but are actually meticulous reconstructions. The dormer  

windows throughout the living room and home office, for  

instance, were based on a sketch he drew of the rooftop of  

Versailles. When two attempts by a carpenter to recreate them  

did not meet his expectations (Louboutin alleges the oval shapes 

were made using a computer), he hired an artisan to craft them  

by hand, much as he himself would design a shoe.

hristian Louboutin recalls 

riding a city bus in Cairo  

one day when another man 

boarded and took the seat 

directly in front of him. The 

bus had been otherwise empty and Louboutin, who has been 

fascinated and inspired by Egypt ever since he was a boy,  

reacted badly. 

“I was almost aggressive,” he says. “Why does that guy have  

to sit right next to me? If we were in Paris, he would have sat as  

far away as possible in order to keep distance, because that is  

the polite thing to do.”

Just when the designer thought he was about to be accosted,  

the stranger smiled, said goodbye and went on his way. And in  

that moment came the realisation that in Egypt, and in many  

other parts of the world, the polite thing to do is to be near other 

people so as not to make them feel alone.

This story may help explain Louboutin’s very particular 

relationship with his surroundings wherever he goes, especially 

the one he has with his Paris home, located near the Opéra.  

His sprawling residence—perched on the top floor of a building 

that houses a law office, a baguette sandwich shop, and a cobbler—

is like a well-worn passport, a time capsule of his adventures. 

Here, Louboutin lives among a menagerie of artifacts: Egyptian 

chairs inscribed with hieroglyphics, feathered headdresses from 

the Amazon, masks and spirit dolls from the Hopi and Zuni tribes 

of North America, and a fireplace he imported from Iran, all 

reminders of places he has visited to widen his view of the world.

“Travelling makes you understand that you should not  

think that you are always right,” says Louboutin. “You may  

think you know, but you don’t.” In fact, it was a terrible mistake  

that led him to his current address.

In the early days of his business—his empire of red soles is about 

to celebrate its 25th year—Louboutin lived in a modest apartment 

behind his original store on rue Jean-Jacques Rousseau. But once 

his designs became an international sensation—popularised on  

the red carpet by Halle Berry, Jennifer Lopez and Kate Winslet  

in the early 2000s—he sought something more opulent. It took 

three years to find the perfect place: a magnificent painter’s studio 

in the ninth arrondissement with eight-metre-high ceilings and  

C



His bathroom  
features mirrored  
glass tiles from India.
LEFT: Electric candles 
line the entrance’s 
curved staircase

Apart from around 200 
pairs of shoes, Louboutin 

has a weakness for 
Native American art, 

which appears even in
his bedroom. “It’s just 

that some things appeal 
to you, and suddenly you 

have more and more”
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“It was going to drive me crazy,” Louboutin says. “I don’t mind if 

a painting is a little uneven, but that’s because it’s a square. I don’t 

have the same empathy for straight lines that I have for curved ones. 

I’m obsessed with curves.”

In French, there is an expression, prendre de la rondeur, “to take 

roundness”, which is used to say that you should not be too abrupt 

with people in negotiations or conversation. Louboutin also likes 

this way of thinking because “people who think everything has  

to be perfect and focused give me anxiety,” he says.

As he begins a house tour, Louboutin notes how many of  

his belongings seem to relate to things he once craved during his 

childhood. (He famously left his home on the outskirts of Paris at 

age 13 to make his way in the world, first working for French cabaret 

Folies-Bergère and then for shoe designer Charles Jourdan.)  

The Egyptian and Native American crafts have a playful quality 

that appeals to his sense of whimsy, and he bought a colourful 

abstract painting by Dutch artist Bram van Velde because it once 

belonged to the mother of a school friend.

Walking from room to room, Louboutin even discovers new 

things, such as when he opens the drawer of a wenge-wood-inlaid 

cabinet in his living room and finds a stash of missing socks. “In an 

ideal apartment, I’d have all the things I liked on display behind  

a transparent screen so I could see them,” he muses. “It’s not like  

I want to sit in my bedroom looking at my clothes. But I can decide 

what to wear much quicker, instead of trying to remember where 

my pants are.”

Given the amount of art and sculpture that is already crowded 

around here, it sounds like a pipe dream. Addressing this,  

Louboutin smiles and then opens what looks like an ordinary  

closet door to reveal a cut-out into a neighbouring apartment,  

which has been gutted, right down to its centuries-old brickwork  

and wooden beams. Over time, the raw space will be converted into  

a library and loft, close in spirit to the artist’s studio he once lost.  

The current office, he envisions, will become a room just for his shoes.

During his travels, Louboutin has accumulated properties 

around the world—a house in LA, a houseboat on the Nile, once 

even a palace in Aleppo, now lost since the start of Syria’s civil war. 

He stores his archives in Chamberlain’s castle in Vendée, France.

But Paris, he says, is the one place where he no longer thinks 

about what might be missing. And as in other cities that have been 

transformed in recent years by acts of terror, Louboutin feels it is 

more important than ever for strangers to come closer together.

“The fact is that in Paris you can put yourself in the mind-set that 

people always want something from you, and it turns out that’s not 

true,” he says. “That moment on the bus really clarified that 

individualism is a quality we sometimes value too much. It’s good  

to be independent, but the sense of community is something  

I have embraced, too.”  Q

Dormer windows in the 
mansard roof bring lightness 

into Louboutin’s study, 
where he works at this 

Swedish desk, built in 1910
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MY CLOSE-UP
LOUBOUTIN ENSURES THAT ON 

EVERY SURFACE IN HIS HOME, 
THE DETAILS TELL A STORY
1 A terracotta sculpture of Elizabeth 

Taylor as Cleopatra, a gift from the late 
actress, rests on his desk. 2 “I have 
fewer shoes here than I have in my 
office,” says Louboutin.  3 A Chéri 

Samba painting made of garbage bears  
a message in French that translates   

to “fight against dirtiness”. 4 Treasured 
masks in the living room are guarded by 

a taxidermied tiger. 5 A seashell bust  
by Janine Janet, who also designed 

costumes for Jean Cocteau and  
windows for Balenciaga, looks out  

onto the main hall
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Christian Louboutin
A collection of curios and select pieces that 

resonate personally create a truly unique space 
that speaks of your individual style

GET THE LOOK

Metal and agate inlay 
side table, $1,850;  
at rubystar.com

L O
porcelain bow , $350;
at beckerminty.com

Oly leather and 
metal chair, $6,595; 

at cocorepublic.
com.au

Terracotta masks,
$30 each; at 

orienthouse.com.au

online.com.au

Jai Vasicek metal, feather 
and acrylic ornament, 

$550; at fentonand 
fenton.com.au

James Said velvet, 
wood and gold-leaf 

screen, $13,775;  
jamessaid.com.au

by Christop
0). L’Objet gold-pla
5, and magnifying glass,
at beckerminty.com

WRIT TEN A N D ST YL ED BY J EM M A WAU D
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It’s as easy as...

Whiten.

Brush.

Go.®

Discover a whiter 
smile in just 2 DAYS

Colgate Optic White®

Toothbrush + Built-in Whitening 

Pen. Available in all leading 

supermarkets and pharmacies.
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1. SHINE ON TIME

With 12 diamonds,  
a high-tech ceramic, 

stainless-steel bracelet 
and a stylized key 

hole at noon revealing  
the beating heart, the  

Rado Centrix Automatic  
Open Heart is seriously  

stylish and irresistible.  
$3,250.00; rado.com 

2. BURN BRIGHT

With 100% natural 
soy wax and a pure 

cotton wick, the ECOYA 
Madison Jar offers a burn 

time of 80 hours for a 
luxurious home fragrance 

experience. $39.95;  
at ECOYA.com

3. TAKE CHARGE

Confident, brave and 
charming – the new Boss 

Bottled Intense Eau de 
Parfum is made for the 

man of today. $134/100ml;  
hugoboss.com

4. SUGAR FROSTING

Indulge in the alluring  
new fragrance from 

Ariana Grande that 
surprises with candy 

sweet delight. Bursts of 
blackberry and juicy 

Italian bergamot sparkle, 
while velvety layers of 

crème de cassis, 
marshmallow and 

luscious vanilla blend 
together to leave a sexy 

trail. RRP $79/100ml;  
available at Priceline.

5. CLEAN WORK

The new Dyson Cinetic 
Big Ball uses Dyson Cinetic 
science to separate the 
fine dust and debris 
that clogs conventional 
vacuum cleaners. With 
self-righting technology, 
it’s engineered to pick 
itself up and a new bin 
emptying mechanism lets 
you hygienically drive out 
trapped dust and debris. 
Starting from $699;  
dyson.com.au

6. NEW ELEGANCE

Crafted in stainless steel 
with scratch-resistant 
sapphire glass, the new 
Premier ladies is super 
slim and water-resistant. 
Classic and elegant, 
Premier’s uncomplicated 
design is a great addition 
to the SEIKO range and is 
available now. $650;  
seiko.com.au



THE TREND

Raw Talent
For distinct and exquisitely crafted pieces, there’s no place 

like home. Australian designers and artisans are working with 
natural materials and organic textures in a move towards 

authentic, pared-back living
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Pony Rider canvas  
and corn fibre  

cushion, $99 (square), 
and linen, $139 (round); 

ponyrider.com.au 

Jacqui Fink  
wool throws, from 

$995 each; at 
littledandelion.com

Yvonne Terkildsen 
porcelain bowls, 

from $30 each; at 
thedeastore.com

Sandra Eterovic 
artwork on

wood, $189 (left), 
$149 (right);  
at etsy.com

Koskela Yuta 
Badayala pandanus 

and bush string 
pendants, from 
$1,169 each; at 

koskela.com.au

Elise Cameron-Smith  
wood and cotton

orna m $155 each;
om

Mark Tuckey wood 
table, $4,950; 

marktuckey.com.au

Kara Rosenlund 
wood boards, from 
$65 each, spoon, 

$115, and measuring 
spoon, $125; 

kararosenlund.com

Boutique hotel 
Halcyon House is a 

chic hideaway by 
Brisbane-based 

interior designer  
Anna Spiro
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Pulse
ØÝ YOUR CULTURE GUIDE

by SOPHIE GOULOPOULOS 



2000 Thomas Gray’s “Tangle”,  
a creation of interwoven metal featured 
in the earlier days of the exhibition,  
set the standard for years to come

2005 Michael Purdy’s majestic 
sandstone faces, entitled “Time And
Facial Deconstruction” won the 
People’s Choice Award

2007 Frank Malerba had won many 
awards before exhibiting “Bondi Fashion 
Accessory”, a delightful representation 
of the suburb’s fashionable culture 

OUR FAVOURITE 

SCULPTURES

Some highlights from  
the past two decades

HAPPY 
HOUR
Sydney’s new 
Hacienda bar fuses 
Cuban-inspired fare 
and cocktails with 
uninterrupted 
harbour views.
Inside Pullman Quay Grand
61 Macquarie St, Sydney

5Ā%
JESSICA MAUBOY

How would you describe your character Billie 

Carter? “She is unpredictable and filled with 

the desire to exist [by living life to the fullest].”

What drew you to this project? “The realness 

and rawness of the story, with every 

individual character surprising you the  

more you watch.” 

The show has a great cast, including Bonnie 

Sveen and Colin Friels. What do you look for 

in a co-star? “A friend and a connection,  

and not someone who’s 

rocked up for the money. 

I want to feel this person 

truly wants to be there.”

How did you spend your 

time between takes?  

“I was told by the amazing 

Leah Purcell [the show’s 

director], to use my off-time wisely, and hinted 

I should always read and study my other 

upcoming scripts, so that’s what I did!”

Who or what inspires you? “For me, life is 

inspiring in itself.”

What type of shows or films do you  

enjoy watching? “Any movies that have 

special effects!”

Tell us about the show’s soundtrack. “As part of 

filming the series, I had been working on the 

soundtrack as well. It will be 

out soon and I hope everyone 

will enjoy some incredible 

classic songs I grew up with 

and some original stuff, too.”

Complete this sentence: it’s 

never too late to...“Be 

anything you want to be!”

The golden girl of Australian music Jessica 
Mauboy chats to us about her latest role in the 
Seven Network drama, The Secret Daughter
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G
Take your cocktail game

to the next level in an instant with 
these stylish, gilded finds. 

FROM LEFT: Four Pillars gin, $75; fourpillarsgin.
com.au. Tom Dixon copper martini glass, $195  
(for a pair); at thedeastore.com. Brass bottle 

opener, $89; at shop.thecoolhunter.net

Tom Hanks and 
Felicity Jones  

in Inferno

MISS PEREGRINE’S 
HOME FOR PECULIAR 
CHILDREN 
Based on Ransom Riggs’ debut novel, the film sees 
Jacob (Asa Butterfield) working for the curious 
Miss Peregrine (Eva Green) after his grandfather  
is murdered. In cinemas September 29.

If you’re a fan of the franchise...
Professor Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) returns for 
Inferno, the third film adapted from Dan Brown’s 
acclaimed series (Oct 13).

If you want suspense...
People-watching takes a sinister turn in the film 
adaptation of Paula Hawkins’ best-selling novel 
The Girl On The Train (Oct 9).

The quirky 
characters  

in Miss 
Peregrine’s 

Home For 
Peculiar 
Children

Emily Blunt in 
The Girl On 

The Train

MUST SEE



Do you have a first, or fondest, memory that 

you associate with coffee?  “[It] began at my 

grandparents’ house. Neither my siblings nor 

mother drank coffee, but I remember every 

time we would visit, within the first five 

minutes of arriving, both of my grandparents 

would have prepared a coffee and would  

sip it slowly while giving us the update on 

what has happened in the neighbourhood 

since we last saw them. The smell still 

reminds me of them.”

What has been the most rewarding part  

of your role as a Nespresso ambassador?  

“In 2015 I visited three coffee farms in Costa 

Rica. I met farmers and their families who 

shared with us why they have continued to 

grow high-quality coffee and why they 

partnered with us. They spoke about how the 

program was contributing to a more stable 

environment, as well as generating more 

income and their stories really touched me. ”

What role does sustainability play in the 

business? “After oil, coffee is the second 

largest raw export in the world, so the 

importance of sustainable practices across  

all stages of operations is paramount. This 

means how the coffee is grown, how it is 

packaged, produced, transported and, 

of course, how it is disposed of after 

consumption.” 

What’s Nespresso’s stance on 

sustainability? “[The brand] has a strong 

commitment to sustainability throughout  

all its operations. We work with over 70,000 

farmers in 12 coffee producing countries  

to improve social and environmental 

performance and quality, focusing on soil 

and water conservation, reforestation, 

reduction of use of pesticides, working 

conditions and farmer income.”

What coffee trends are you currently  

noticing and what are your thoughts on them? 

“Australians love to experiment so the trends 

are always changing. From butter espresso 

through to the deconstructed cappuccino, 

people continue to get playful with their 

coffee and I couldn’t be more supportive.”

How do you take your coffee? “That shouldn’t 

be, but is a hard question. It really does  

depend on my mood, and I’ve found over the 

years of considerable tasting and drinking,  

I’m guided by how I feel.”

We caught up with Nespresso ambassador 

to talk sustainability in the coffee industry

...FOR A DIFFERENT 

TYPE OF COFFEE HIT

Cast your latte aside and get 
your buzz from these delectable 
caffeinated treats

CUTLER & CO

Where tiramisu is 
obvious, Cutler & Co.’s 
hazelnut parfait with 
coffee and mandarin is all 
about gluttonous subtlety.   
55-57 Gertrude Street

Fitzroy, Melbourne

TUXEDO BAR

Espresso martinis have 
risen in popularity, so 
much that Tuxedo devotes 
much of its cocktail  
menu to the tipple. 
195 Gloucester Street 

The Rocks, Sydney

BEHIND 
THE CUP

Ristretto  
A restricted shot, 
which leaves you with 
a beautiful, strong, 
syrupy drink.

Cold Drip  
Slowly extracted 
coffee using room 
temperature or  
cold water for eight 
to 12 hours. 

Single Origin 
Sourced exclusively 
from a single country 
of origin to truly 
reflect the distinct 
qualities of that 
environment.

Espresso glass cups, $25  
(for a pair); nespresso.com/au
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Research and training for the detection 
and treatment of mental health disorders 
arising during and after pregnancy
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Mental health outcomes 
funded by Liptember

Since the launch of 
Liptember in 2010, 
the foundation 
has raised over 

$2.3 million 
and funded some 
significant mental 
health programs, 
services and research. 

centre for 

get involved

LIPTEMBER 
MERCHANDISE AVAILABLE

www.liptember.com.au

Supporting Partners

How to

SUPPORTING 
WOMEN’S HEALTH

p cs

#cakestalls

#funruns



www.liptember.com.au

TURN YOUR FROWN

#TURNYOURFROWN

$9
99

GREAT!

$4
99

GREAT!

*Revlon Ultra High Deinition Lipsticks * W7 Lipsticks 



STORYBOOK  
FOR ONLY $2

YOURS WHEN YOU PURCHASE ANY PARTICIPATING MAGAZINE 

COLLECT   
 THEM ALL!

TO COLLECT

6



DID YOU KNOW?

From 2003 to 2004, Australian 
brothers Lars and Jens Rasmussen 
developed the platform for Google 
Maps. Local knowledge, indeed!

Louis Vuitton  
canvas and leather bag, 

$2,240; au.louisvuitton.com

BECAUSE STYLE IS JUST AS IMPORTANT WHEN YOU’RE  
ON FOUR WHEELS 

The TORQUE

The amount of dollars Australians spend  
annually on domestic, overnight travel

51
&GìGML

Sydney              Blue Mountains
A favourite among couples for a secluded romantic escape, 
the Blue Mountains, 120km west of Sydney, provides a tranquil 
refuge from the chaos of the city.  

SHOP: With over 60,000 books, antiques and fine art, lose 
yourself at Mr Pickwick’s. 84 Katoomba St, Katoomba

Melbourne           Mornington Peninsula
For a coastal escape with immediate access to fine wine and 
local produce, look no further than the Mornington Peninsula, 
just 85km out of Melbourne. 

STAY: The Lakeside Villas at Crittenden Estate offer an idyllic 
oasis. From $320 per night; lakesidevillas.com.au

Hobart              Lake St Clair 
Travel 180km north west of Hobart to reach Lake St Clair, 
where you will find spectacular and rugged landscape nestled 
at the foot of the Mount Royal Range. 

VISIT: Take one of many walks through the area’s wilderness 
and breathe in that crisp, clean air.

Perth              Margaret River
Around 270km south of Perth lies Margaret River, a premium 
foodie destination that allows visitors to hop from the 
vineyards, to the surf, to tall timber forests and ancient caves.  

DINE: One of Australia’s most lauded wineries, Vasse Felix 
offers award-winning hospitality. Caves Rd & Tom Cullity Dr

MINI BREAK:  
WEEKEND 
ROAD TRIPS

8FÝ�4SJQC
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Tory 
Burch

6 AM

7 AM

8 AM

9 AM

10 AM

11 AM

12 PM

THE DIARY



1 PM

2 PM

3 PM

4 PM

5 PM

6 PM

7 PM

8 PM

9 PM

10 PM

11 PM

DAILY MANTRA

MY TIME
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LIFE FEELS BETTER 
IN COLOUR

LOOK GOOD FEEL 

BETTER WORKSHOPS
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SHE’S AN AMERICAN STYLE ICON AND THE CREATOR 
OF LUXURY BEAUTY BRAND RODIN, KNOWN FOR 

ITS CULT ESSENTIAL-OIL-BASED PRODUCTS.  
HERE, 68-YEAR-OLD FORMER STYLIST LINDA RODIN 

TALKS TRAVEL, FOOD AND THE LOVE OF HER LIFE

The WRAP

Rodin in one sentence…“Authentic to me, simple and  
elegant, and I love the way it makes me feel.”

Launching a beauty brand was…“Creative, interesting and fun.”
My favourite essential oils are…“Jasmine and neroli, which  

are the cornerstone of my business.”
My style motto is…“Be comfortable and simple.”

My first job was…“A checkout girl  
in a supermarket.”

When I was a stylist, the person I loved 
working with most was…“Bob Dylan [right].  

He’s been my hero since I was 15.”
The person that inspires me most is… 

“My mother. I think growing up, you think  
your mother is just your mother. When I look 

back now, I think the reason I am the way  
I am is because my mother had beautiful taste.  

She was really elegant and kooky.”

Every woman should own…“Rodin Olio Lusso  
Luxury Face Oil [left, $254; at mecca.com.au].  
It feels luxurious, hydrating, gives you an instant  
glow and it’s simple and lovely. It gives a nice sense  
of wellbeing.”
My pet peeve is…“Sitting in traffic. It’s not so much  
the time I’m wasting…I have vertigo, so I hate being 
jostled around in the car. As a passenger, I’m miserable.”
If I could live anywhere it would be…“Rome.  

It’s the most beautiful [city]. I lived in Italy when I was younger and  
I love the language, the food and the architecture.”
The love of my life is…“My dog Winks—my better half. He’s the 
smartest, cutest, wittiest creature I know.”
My last meal would be…“What I had yesterday. Smoked salmon  
with fried eggs on toast with butter [at Entrecôte, Melbourne].  
Or mozzarella, tomato and basil.”
My favourite restaurant is…“It was the Four Seasons in  
New York. It doesn’t exist anymore, they’re tearing it down.  
To me, it represented a certain sophistication and elegance.  
I went when I was younger and I thought it was so aspirational,  
amazing and elegant.”
My Instagram obsession…“Taking pictures  
at home [right], especially of my dog.  
And bananas. And quirky things that I’ve 
never seen before.”
I live in New York because…“I’ve been there 
for 68 years. I don’t know where else to go. 
And I have too much stuff to move.”
My ultimate travel destination is…“It was 
New Zealand, but I [just] ticked that off the 
list. I would love to see the Pyramids. ”
My favourite designer is…“I like so many. But I’m looking forward to 
meeting [Kym] Ellery. I’ve seen her clothes and I’ve never been able to 
get any of them, so I’m going there tomorrow.”

My drink of choice…“White wine from 
New Zealand or Australia. They’re dry, 
crisp and yummy.” 
My biggest indulgence…“Old movies.  
One of my favourites is Le Notti di 
Cabiria [left], an Italian movie from the 
1950s that most people have never seen. 
It’s the best movie ever.”
The last book I read…“Dating Tips  
for the Unemployed by Iris Smyles 
[below]. I went out with a guy for  
many years who was a professor  
and writer, and he 
introduced me to 
[her]. You have  

never heard anything so funny in your entire life. 
You just laugh at the first sentence.”
Three people I would love to dine with… 
“My mother, my father and my sister. I miss them.”
My coffee order…“Cappuccino, one shot  
of espresso, brown sugar and a straw.”
My latest splurge was…“Shopping in Melbourne. 
I bought a beautiful denim cape  
and an Alexander McQueen denim coat.” 
It’s never too late to…“Be recognised and respected.  
Because it happened to me at 60.”
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